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First female chairs Board of Trustees

Alex Grant
autopsy results
released

Kathleen McGillycuddy plans to continue past legacy
BY TAYLOURKUMPF
News Editor
When theBoston CollegeBoardof Trustees met for its
first meeting of the academicyear on Sept. 30, a woman
presided as chair for the first time in the University?s
history.
Kathleen M. McGillycuddy, retired executive vice
president of Fleetßoston Financialand a 1971 graduateof
Newton College of the Sacred Heart (which merged with
Boston College in 1975), was electedchairwomanof the
Board of Trustees by her fellowboard members.
?Given Kathleen?s distinguished career in financial
services, her generosity as a University benefactor, and
her successful contributions to Boston College through
programs she helped to found such as the Council for
Women at Boston College she is an ideal choice to lead
the Board of Trustees,? said University Spokesman Jack
Dunn. ?We are honoredto have her.?
?It?s a very proud moment, obviously,? McGillycuddy
said. ?It?s a powerful personal accomplishment.?
McGillycuddybecame a BC trustee in 2002 and has
?

?

served as vice-chairwoman since 2008. She is also cochairwoman of the ongoing ?Light the World? capital
campaign, and founding co-chairwoman and current
chairwoman of the Council for Women of Boston College, whose mission is to support women as leadersand

Final conclusions
leave some questions

influentialparticipants in the University community.
?I am thrilled to have the opportunity to lead this
distinguished board and to work directly with so many
talentedand dedicatedfaculty, staff, andstudents at Boston College,? McGillycuddy said in a recent release. ?I am
committedto doing allthat I can to support thecontinued
success of Boston College.?
?What I focus on is being the best person for the job
and improving upon work thatthe chairswho came before

BY TAYLOUR KUMPF
News Editor
A recentlyreleasedautopsyof Alexander
Grant ? the 19-year-old sophomore who
was found in a SaratogaSprings, N.Y. creek
in March shows the cause of deathto be
death by drowning with intoxication and

me have done,?

she said.
McGillycuddy said theBoard plays an invaluablerole in
maintaining the University?s continued success. ?I believe
our workis more important than ever,? shesaid. ?The job of
theboard is to preserve the success Boston Collegehashad
and to see it through to the next 150 years,by continuing

See McGillycuddy, A4
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Kathleen McGillycuddy(above) serves as chair of the Board of Trustees.

Students for MOMS AND POPS ON THE HEIGHTS
sexual health
try for RSO

hypothermia as contributing factors.
The report, released by Albany Medical
Center Friday, said Grant had a BAC of 0.16
and a low level of marijuana in his system.
According to a report released by the
Saratoga Springs Police Department on
Friday, Grant drove to Saratoga Springs to
meet with a childhood friend who was at-

tending Skidmore College. Grant arrived in
the city sometime before 8:30p.m. on March
5, according to the report, which included
a lengthy timelineof Grant?s activities from
the time of his arrival in the city, until his
body was discovered three days later.
After he arrived in Saratoga Springs,
Grant, whogrew up in WestchesterCounty,
picked up a friend in the downtown area of
the city, and the two traveled to Skidmore

BY ADRIANA MARIELLA
Assoc. News Editor

College where Grant and several others
drankbeer and tequila in one of the dorm

Boston College Students for Sexual
Health (BCSSH) hasannouncedits intention to become officially recognizedby the
University. The organization draftedand
submitted its application to the Student
Programs Office (SPO) over the summer,
and intends to follow through with the

rooms.

Shortly before 10:30 p.m., Grant joined
others in taking a bus from the Skidmore
campus to Clinton Street where they subsequently walked to a party at 146 Church

remainder of the approval process, according to a recent release from BCSSH.
BCSSH launched as an unofficial student group in February 2009 in response

Street.
Grant was last seen dancing at the party
between 11:00 and 11:30p.m., police said.
A friendof Grant?s, wholost track of him
at the party, sent Grant a text message at
11:37p.m. Thefriend whom police did not

to a referendum passed with

identify

voterturnout in recent

messages andmade a numberof phone calls

-

the highest
election history, in
which 89.47 percent of voters agreed that
BC needs to improve sexual health education and resources on campus. BCSSH
is now a well-recognized, and respected
student group that works on policy, programming, and improving the resources
available on campus.
As an RSO, BCSSH hopes to continue
DANiEL LEE / HEigHTs sTAff
to expand as a presence on campus. The
organization anticipates workingwith BC Parents and childrenreunited this weekend, attending several University-sponsoredevents, such as Pops on the Heights (shown above).
students, faculty, and administrationfor
increased recognition of and action toward the needfor sexualhealtheducation
and awareness on campus. BCSSH seeks BY MARC FRANCIS
P. Leahy, S.J., who reminded parents and thing they would expect, and I cannot wait
to unite BC ideals with the fullest regard For The Heights
students alike that ?one of the goals of aBC to see their reaction.?
for the sexual health of the student body.
educationis to create an environment where
Friday night, Conte Forum playedhost to
In response to this unity of ideas, BCLast Wednesday, Rennie Mirollo, a
studentstake a serious look at solvingurgent the 19th annualPops on the Heights. It was
SSH has discussed its own concerns and professor in the mathematics department societal problems.? Leahy said that we must
truly a winning nightfor BostonCollege,as it
those of BC administrationat length with said, ?Friday is Parents? Day, or as we call remain strong and determinedin a society raised over $2 millionin scholarshipfunding
SPO officials over the past severalmonths. it, ?Don?t Forget to Put on a Clean Shirt and
that makes it awfully easy to lose ourselves. and provided an opportunity to view some
?For BCSSH, the RSO process has been Shave Day.??
The parent-child reunions sparked prominent musicians, includingStephanieJ.
Boston CollegeParents? Weekendkicked many emotions, some of which inspired Block and Julia Murney, bestknownfor their
filled with obstacles that I feel we, as an
Eric Swanson, A&S ?l5, to book a flight to
roles as ?Elphaba? in the Broadway musical
organization, have done an amazing job off on Friday, with parents appearing in
of overcoming,? said Jessika Parry, chair classrooms and dorms across campus. The
Chicago and surprise his own family that Wicked, coupled with theBoston Pops and
of BCSSH and A&S ?l4. ?While we may morning featured talks by the deans of the was unable to make it to BC this weekend.
the University Chorale. The event included
different schools within the University, as As he hastily packed a bag for his weekend
See BCSSH, A4
well as University President Rev. William trip, Eric said, ?It just feels right. It?s thelast
See Parents? Weekend, A4

-

sent

approximately a half-dozen

See Grant, A4

Campus celebrates Parents? Weekend 2011

Pieces of AHANA
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AHANA acronym promotes multiculturalism on campus, more than just away to identify race.

ALExgRANT.ORg

AHANA acronym now as relevant as ever
32 years later, term still celebrates multiculturalism on campus
BY MOLLY LAPOINT
Asst.News Editor
The acronym ?AHANA,? which is used to
represent people of African-American, Hispanic, Asian, and NativeAmerican descent,
was coined in 1979 by two Boston College
students, Alfred Feliciano, BC ?Bl, andValerie Lewis, BC ?79. These students wanted
to find an alternative to the term ?minority,?
and 32 years later, it is still a term in use at
many universities.
Ines Maturana Sendoya, director of the
Office of AHANA Student Programs, said,
?The term represents the importance of

ALEx mANTA

PHOTO COURTEsy Of

A 5K memorialrun for Alex Grant (above)
will be held this upcoming Saturday, Oct. 8.

schools using the term must seek permission.
Many schools, including Boston University,
use the term ?ALANA,? changing?Hispanic?
to ?Latino.?
?Even 32 years later, it?s still relevant in
higher education,? Maturana Sendoya said.
Today,thereare othergroupsconsidered
?minorities? that do not fit neatly into the
AHANA acronym.
?In 1979 when this acronym was coined,

establishing solidarity, the importance for
me to learn about your background, and it
emphasizesthe individual distinctivenessof

these were groups that had been historically
excluded in higher education,? Maturana
Sendoya said. ?We are living now in times
where there is a lotof anti-Muslim animosity.?
The Officeof AHANA Student Programs
exists to serve all students who feel the office
has something to offer them. For example,

each group.?
Because the term was coined at BC, the
University has a trademark on it, so other

Middle Easternand Arabstudents arenot part
of any one group,but they, along with all other
students, are welcome in the office.

?We?re

an office of the University, so we
student who comes through our
door that finds any of the programs we have
will benefit them,? Maturana Sendoya said.
?Arab students are not part of the acronym,
but that doesn?t meanwe wouldn?t be open to
working with them.?
In addition, there is a growing multiracial
population that may identify with various
groups. ?There are more multiracial students,
so we?re thinking aboutways we can make our
office more welcoming to them,? Maturana
Sendoya said.
Similarly, all students are welcome to apply to ALC. ?We have students that represent
typical parts of [the] AHANA acronym, but
we do also have white students,? said Gururaj
Shan, ALC president and A&S ?l2. ?All races
are welcome, it?s not really exclusive, it?s about
serve any

See Acronym, A4
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women?s networking
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Tuesday
Time: 5:30 p.m.
Location: Murray
Room

McMullen exhibit gives inside look
at significant British documents
The McMullen Museum?s newest exhibit, Making
History: Antiquaries in Britain, is currently showcasing a host of British documents, art, and manuscripts, on loan from the Society of Antiquaries of
London, a 300-year-old society. This exhibition, on
display until Dec. 11, marks the first time that treasures from the Society have been on displayin North
America. Forty-one of theSociety?s most significant
works comprise theMcMullen?s current collection. A
collaborationbetweenthe Society, Boston College?s
McMullen Museum, and the Yale Center for British
Art, the collection will make its wayto Yale where it
will be displayedfrom Feb. 2 through May 27, 2012.
Currently included in the display is a manuscript of
the Magna Cartafrom 1225,royalBritish portaits, as
wellas the Winton Domesday Book.The exhibition?s
designer was Diana Larsen and text was designed
by John McCoy. Labels and wall texts were written

Wednesday

Time: 6:15 a.m.
Location: The Plex
Join in an authentic Army ROTC
workout this morning in thePlex. This annual event will allow students the chance
to challenge themselves and win prizes.

healthapaloozain o?neill Plaza
Wednesday
Time: 11 a.m.
Location: O?Neill Plaza

by curators from the Society of Antiquaries, the
McMullen Museum, andthe Yale Center for British
Art, and copyedited by Mary Curran.

Beginning at 11 a.m., stop by
O?Neill Plaza as the Office of
Health Promotion provides health
demonstrations, raffles, and free
giveaways at Healthapalooza.

former president of the National Association
of Student Financial Aid Administrators, Philip
R. Day, Jr., pled guilty to threefelony charges,
involving the misuse of public funds, for the
$lOO,OOO in public funds he diverted to a community-college bond campaign while he was
serving as chancellorof the City Collegeof San
Francisco. Day, who kept his post as president
while he was charged, will pay $30,000 in fines
but will not spend time in jail,according to The
Chronicle?s report.

LOCAL NEWS
Newton mayor, Setti Warren,
drops out of Senate race
the mayor of Newton, announced his
decision to drop out of the United States Senate race
Setti Warren,

last week. However, Warren plans to seek re-election for mayor. Accordingto a report by The Boston
Globe, Warren will have to win back the support of
some Newtonites, whom he angered after he threw
his hat into the Senatorialrace just 18 months after
winning his postition of mayor. Warren had been
hoping to be the Democrat challenger to the Republican incumbent, Sen. Scott Brown.

FEATURED STORY

Students face increased competion for internships
internships are similar to those of
full-time positions, somefirms are
imposing higher GPA cut-offs. In
addition,thereare fewerslotsfor internships than full-time positions,
so the same number of applicants
now applyfor fewer spots.
Despite the competition, students seem undeterred,because
internships can lead to full-time
jobs, and some offer compensation. With more students gaining
internship experience, students
who do not can be at a disad-

BY ANNA PATRICK
Heights Staff

The level of competition for internship programshas spikeddue
to economiceffects on the hiring
process at largercompaniesas well
as thevolumeof entry-levelhiring
for summer programs.
Studentshave respondedto the
prospect of entering a weakened
job market by applying for programs in recordnumbers with the
hopes of finding jobsecurity and
strengthening their resumes.
?You areneveras marketableas
whenyoufirst comeout of college,?
said Billy Soo, chair of the CSOM
accounting department.
Students are seeking internships withlarger companieswith
the hopes of securing bigger offers post-graduation, and in turn
companies have become more
involved with the Career Center
to further circulate job offers to
students.
?The panic level has risen
amongst students particularly
in finance because the firms, big
bulge bracket banks, channel
most of their entry level hiring
through their summer programs
so it makes it more imperative
for studentsinterested in banking
to get a summer internship,? said
Amy Donegan, associate director
of the Undergraduate Advising-

ANdreW poWell / heightS Staff

Students networking and searching for internships at the annual internship fair, sponsoredby the Career Center (above).
feel like most peopleat BC stillwish
Students push themselves apCareersprograms.
In addition, the internship prothe best for each other despite any peal to theBig Fourfirms: Deloitte,
KPMG, PricewaterhouseCoopers,
cess has expanded. Sophomore competitiveness that occurs durCSOM students can now apply to ing the job and internship process,? and Ernst &Young.
Lux said.
externshipprograms, which pro?Many students don?t realize
vide an introduction to companies
that to get a job and do well in a
One reason for therise in comand typically last a few days to a petition is that few spots are availpublic accounting firm requires
week.Students can get full time able, but more companies are not only technicalcompetence,but
internship offers, alleviating the offering internshipsasawayto lock also a sharp mind to understand
stress of junioryear.
down hiring prospectsbefore they complex business situations, and
?Last summer I did the externgo into the general employment the socialskills to lead a team and
ship program with Ernst & Young pool after graduation.
pry information from potentially
andaccepted an internshipposition
?Every student who accepts uncooperativeclients in a nice way,?
offerfor next summer,? saidKristen an offer to return to the company Soo said.
Lux, CSOM ?l3. ?Here at Boston reduces further thenumberof full?The firms are looking for eviCollege the whole externship and time slots the company needs to denceof such a skill set from their
internship process is extremely fill,? Soo said. ?I know of some firms applicants. Don?t do well only in
competitivebecause everyonehere that are onlyhiring interns and not the classroom, beinvolved actively
isso smart andmotivatedandwants lookingfor seniorsthisyear because in the community, preferably in a
to get a leg up on competition.
alltheirsummer internsdecidedto leadershipposition.?
?At theend of the day though, I resign with thecompany.?
Because the qualifications for

6:35 p.m.

?What is your favorite song
at the moment??

that she has a medical condition and
had been off her medications for a
short while and sometimes wanders
away. officers make a check for the
party but are unable to locate her. A
message describing the circumstances
was sent to area departments.

found to be in possession of alcoholic
beverages. the underage students
were identified and one party was
transported to the Boston college
Primary care facility due to the level

Friday, sept. 30

7:56 p.m. A report was filed regarding
a subject attempting to climb into the

were

-

first floor window of Hovey House. the
caller provided a description of the
subject and officers made a thorough
check of the area, but could not locate
the subject. there were no signs that
entry was gained.

Thurdsay, sept. 29
A report

was

filed regard-

ing restaurant delivery driver who

-

identifiedand the matter will be

looked into further.

5:26 a.m. Areport was filed regarding
a call from two off campus students
that a party was attempting to break
into their off campus residence via
their first floor bathroom window by
-

??Lemme Smang It? by Yung
Humma,?
?Ellen Contois,
A&S ?l5

forcing it open. BcPD units responded
for the breaking and entering in prog-

?Source: The Boston College
Police Department

??Collide? by Howie Day,?
?Chan Heng,
A&S ?l5

Source: NatioNal

Weather Service
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??Sexy and I know it? by
LMFAO,?
?Brenna Cass,
A&S ?l5

ress call. Both a rear door and basement door were observed unsecured
and open. officers made a check of the
house and nobody was located within
except the residents. there were no
signs of force on the bathroom window.

had received a substantial order from
an individual who reported he was
at a modular apartment. the driver
contacted the phone number, which
was answered with profanity, then terFurther investigation revealedthat the
minated. contact was made with the noise both students heard was their
residents of the modular apartment landlord going into the basement to
who stated no order had been placed. do his laundry.
A detective will investigate.
8:37 p.m. A report was filed regarding
several underage students who were

??The Runaway? by The
National,?
?Kieran Timmons,
Bc ?l5

of his intoxication. the alcohol was
destroyed on scene. A report will be
forwarded to oDSD for internal disciplinary action.

5:26 a.m. Areport was filed regarding
a suspicious circumstance as reported
by Bc Health services. Several parties

-

blywith some jobknowledgeunder
their belt, they can understand
the industry lingo better, and they
probablyhave madevaluablecontacts aswell,? Donegansaid. ?It can
also helpa liberalarts major who is
not definedby their major to show
that theyare seriouslyinterestedin
a field byhavingsought out experience already.?
?Internship programs provide
students an opportunityto experience whatreal workwouldfeellike
in a particular companybefore they
graduate,? Soo said. ?If a student is
unsure whether a particular line
of work is for them, the internship
gives them a glimpse of what that
workwouldbelikewithouthaving
to sign a longer-term commitment."n

9/28/11-9/30/11
-

-

?It helps that they have related
experienceand can start off possi-

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL

A report was filed regarding a delivery driver who said his female friend thathad accompaniedhim
to campus had left the area. He stated

1:15 a.m.

vantage.

POLICE BLOTTER
Wednesday, sept. 28

FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST

Former president of financial
aid association pleads guilty

ON CAMPUS

roTC open Physical Fitness Training

3

UNIVERSITY

In a report by the San Francisco Chronicle, the

If you?re a junior or senior
female student, attend
Preparing for the Journey,
sponsored by the Council
for Women of Boston College.The event will serve
as a networking and career event for students to
interact with successful alumnae.Registrationwill
begin at 5:30 p.m. Dinner will be served.

2
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Pro-life is OIP says BC differs from trend
more than

abortions

Students abroad report feeling immersed in other culture
BY DAVID O?DONAGHUE

may find it difficult to

For The Heights

out into the city and meet local
friends.?
Even though the OIP tries to
be as accommodating as possible to every student?s desires
when going abroad, they also
try to challenge every student
to go out of their comfort zone.
Widdig said that the immersion
of BC students into their local
culture while abroad is of the

According to a recent article
by The Boston Globe, close to
3,000 students will be studying
abroad this year, which is more
than ever before. Unfortunately,
more and more educators are

In preparation to write this
column I did a quick search of
the definition for ?pro-life.? Each

finding it difficult to get their
students to ?venture out of
their American bubbles,? which
may be a concern for the 1,200
Boston College students who go
abroad every year.
Bernd Widdig, director of
the Office of International Programs (OIP), agrees that this

of the first five definitions that
appear on Google is exclusively
about abortion. A quick syn-

idea has become more of an
issue, but he does not consider
it a problem here at BC. ?With

thesis of the definitions: a fetus
has a right to legal protection
because it is a life. Whether you
are anti-abortionor pro-abortion, the term pro-life should
extend much further than
abortion. When we get bogged

the large number of students
have going abroad, every
student is looking for a different kind of experience,? Widdig
said. ?However, we do our very
best to accommodateeveryone,
from the student who is fluent in multiple languages and

JOSEPH PASQUINELLI

down in the question of the
morality of abortion, we miss an
opportunity to unite and work

together to improve the quality
of all human life. Being pro-life
means respecting all life at all
stages of life.
One issue that has been in
national headlinesabout which
pro-lifers should have a great
deal to say is the death penalty.
The execution of Troy Davis
and the events surrounding it
not only raised questions about

his guilt but also about the use
of capital punishment to deter
and punish crime. It doeslittle
to deter crime. The states that
use the death penalty most
frequently also have some of the
highest rates of violent crime.
Are we really honoring and
protecting life when we execute
a person, or are we simply
killing someone because he or
she did not honor a person?s
life? Executing a criminal is a
perpetuation of the cycle of
violence. Some Kantian thinkers
believe, as does the judgein the
film Caddyshack who says, ?I?ve
sent boys younger than you to
the gas chamber.Didn?t want
to. I felt I owed it to them,? that
we are respecting the choice
and humanity of a murderer by
executing them.The truth of the
matter is, though, that taking
away the most basic aspect of
someone?s humanity?his or her
life?we are inherently stripping
that person of all human dignity.
Being pro-life means respecting

all life at all stages of life.
Those who claim to be prolife must work not only to protect life but also to ensure that
the living have access to a good
and dignifiedlifestyle. When
we disparage the poor as lazy,
we are robbing them of their
right to a dignifiedlife. Instead
of claimingthey lack the values
of a true Americanand are
destroying our infrastructure by
?abusing? the entitlementprograms, we should examine the
social forces at work that have
put the poor and other underserved groups at a disadvantage.
Most people are inclined to lead
a life of dignity; when so many
members of a society are not
living such a life, it is insulting
and unfair to blame the victim
of historic inequalities. Being
pro-life means respecting all life
at

all stages of life.
Other areas wherewhat Jo-

seph Cardinal Bernardin called
a ?consistent ethic of life? could
be applied are women?s issues,
sexuality, and immigration.
Women, people who identify
as or are perceived to be not
heterosexual, and who were
born outside the country are not
always treated as equals; their
full humanity is not honored
because part of their humanity

is differentfrom what is considered to be the norm. Being
pro-life means respecting all life

all stages of life.
When pro-life organizations are able to move past the
abortion issue and work with
those who have opposing views
but still seek to sustain life and
maintain its dignity, when prolife is not defined exclusivelyby
a particular stance on abortion, when being pro-life finally
means respecting all life at all
stages of life, we will begin to
at

see our campus, our communities, our nation, and our world

becoming healthier, safer, and
more just.

JosephPasquinelliis a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes comments at editor@bcheights.com
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we

utmost

venture

importance. ?We re-

ally encourage the students to
engage themselves as much as
possible in the local culture and
meet new people,? he said. The
OIP does this through having
on-site coordinators in every
program who help get the students acclimated with the area
they are living in.
Another way the OIP helps

students immerse themselves
in their local culture is through
service opportunities. Widdig
added that many BC students
do some form of service while
abroad and it is a great way to
wants to do a home stay, to the
learn more about the country
student who onlywants to speak they?re staying in. ?We try to
English and hang out with their keep our BC study abroad profriends.?
grams at around 50 students,
BC offers over 60 study which really help push the stuabroad programs in 30 coundents to venture outside the
tries, and students also have group of Americans they came
the opportunity to go abroad with,? he said.
The Globearticlealsobrought
through external programs if
they wish to go to a country up the issue of whether techwhere BC is not located or if they nology and social media are
wish to do an internship. ?When making it easier for kids to
you?re in a structured American shut themselves off from the
programwhile abroad, there are foreign country that they are
certain advantages,? Widdig said. in. According to the article, ?A
?Yet, students in these programs University of California, Santa

Barbara researcher found one
group of students averaging 4.5
hours per day online, and 83
percent of their contacts were
with other Americans, either
at home or in the country they
were visiting.?
Widdig agreed that technology has become a problem with
kids studying abroad. ?Now they
can talk to any of their friends
or family back home at any
time, and they can go visit their
friends studying abroad very
easily, which makes them less
likely to be making local friends
from where they are staying,?
he said.
Widdig said that whenever
BC students come back from
being abroad, they are asked
whether they felt they were encouraged and given the opportunities to really delve into their
country or city?s culture and 85
percent of students said yes.
Widdig said the OIP is still very
concerned with the 15 percent
who answer no and gave some
possible reasons for why students answer this, such as their
course load while abroad was
rigorous or they were involved
in a largerexternalprogram with
hundreds ofAmericans whereit
is indeed hard to branch out.
Widdig stressed the importance of full immersion for

students to the OIP. ?We encourage all students to make local
friends, take classes with locals,
venture out into the city, but

ultimatelyhow much you get of
your local culture is up to you,?
he said. n

Bachelor's degrees not enough
With advanced education becoming a necessity,
students evaluate ways to advance future careers
BY KELLI MCBEE
For The Heights
The final interviews have
been completed. Two candidates?
resumes remain on the table, both

exceptionallywell-qualified.The
first holds a bachelor?s degree,
and the second, a master?s.
As a result of recent
company demandsfor higher
education, the employer?s
decision is easy?the candidate

holding the master?s degree
lands the job.
Despite all theeffort undergraduates invest in earning a bachelor?s
degree,employers are increasingly
regarding a master?s degree as the
new ?entry degree? for employability, replacing therole of a bachelor?s,
according to an article in The New
York Times this past summer.
Today, roughly 70 percent of
jobsrequire bachelor?s or master?s
degrees. Businesses look for employees who already have professional skills and require the least
amount of internal training, said

Marilyn Eckelman, director of
Graduate Management Career
Strategies for theCarrollSchoolof
Management.
?It?s becoming more and more
important that people have the
skills, the education, the experience in order to be able to go into
an organization and fulfill the
responsibilities of a business role,?

she said.

With a suffering job market
and increased emphasis on higher
education, showcasing a master?s
degree on a resume may not be
only an important factor but the
essential determiningfactor of the
hiring process.
The number of people earning
master?s degrees has doubled since
the 1980?s. Only a generation ago,a
bachelor?s could sufficiently prove
a candidate?s credentials for a job,
but today employers emphasize

obtaining the specialized skill set
that a master?s degree provides
before applying.
Employers identified that the
master?s degreesignifies one?s commitment to this requisite skill set.
Self-application to a challenging
curriculum indicates interest in
promotionby proving one?s ability
to accept additionalchallenges and
responsibility.

?To

move up the

food chain, do

what you can
to get the skills
and experience
that gives you
the competitive
advantage.?
-Marilyn Eckelman,
Director of Graduate

Management Career
Strategies

tinctive experiencesto help identify interests and strengths before

deciding on a master?s program.
of the CSOM
graduate program?s structure is
that it enables second-yearM.B.A.
students to have internships during
theschool year to makethemmore
competitive in the job market.
In addition to pre-master?s work
One unique feature

Consider

This...

GETTING OUTSIDE THE
AMERICAN BUBBLE:

snack on some ANZAC biscuits
or yummy pavlova cakes. When
in England it?s crucial to try an

With many students eagerly
anticipa ting the arriva l of their
semester abroad in the upcoming
months, it?s easy to focus only

array of meat pies, tarts, fish and
chips, and anything with goat
cheese. And Italy well, let?s be
honest, it?s all good.

packing, pocket dictionaries, and
those agregious student visa
requirements. But there is one
often-overlooked requirement
when it comes to jet-setting:
are you prepared to completely
immerse yourself in your new
country?s culture?
In addition to planning travel
opportunities to other countries

-Go on a run in the local parks:

on the immediateessentials:

while you?re overseas, consider
these ideas to help you explore
the culture of the country you?re
about to call home, and immerse

...

major cities typically always
have beautiful parks, which are
not only greatfor a workou t but
also can serve as a mini-tour of
your immediatearea. Surveying
your new surroundings by foot is
a great way to find

littlehidden

boutiques, restaurants, and just
about anything else the city has
to offer.

-Volunteer with a local

organization: volunteering

yourself completely in your own
city:

can double as class credit and
as away to learn about local

-Hang out at local spots:
The best way to meet locals
and gauge the local scene is
to frequent pubs, bars, nd
restaurants close to you. Getting
chummy with the locals is the

issues in your city. Many
organizations are always open
to volunteers, and you don?t
need to go through the arduous
process of getting a work visa to
get involved. Ask your professors
they usually have contacts

best way to hear about local
public events, other ?must-

or have heard of some great
organizations to get involved

a

visit? locations and sites, and
of course, make some friends at
the same time. Locals usually
love a good American accent,
and it?s not embarrassing to
ask where the best places to visit
are. The most effective days to
explore local hot spots are when
a good sporting event is going
on, whetherit?s futbol, cricket,
or any local highlight, as long as
you wear the right team?s colors!

-Try local delicacies: Every

has those few traditional
menu items that wouldbe a
shame to pass up, no matter how
country

intimidating they may seem.
Going to France? Escargot and
Nutella crepes are a must. In
Austrailia, make sure to get some
take-awayfish and chips, or

?

with. Some organizations require
applications that can be found
online. Volunteer projects are

also away to meet locals and
visit unique areas of the city.
Also, it?s always great to give
back to the city that gives you so
much.
-Another tip for immersion
from STA Travel, a global travel

specialist group, is to make use
on public
of student discounts
transportation ? it?s a great way
to see more of everything your new
home has to offer, faster and more
efficiently, because Boston is not
the only city where a cab ride can
burn a hole in your pocket.

-Anna Patrick n

experience, Eckelman emphasizes
researchingpossible career fields.

?Look ahead a little bit,? she
said. ?Ask, ?Where will Ibe in three
years? Would I need to retooland
add to my education?What degree
do managers in the organization
have: master?s, bachelor?s???
Though students need not
knowspecificallywherethey want
to be afterward, having an idea
of what skills they will need to
strengthen theirresume is crucial,
Eckelman said.
?It is a commitment. You must
really know why you are there,?
shesaid. ?Before choosing to earn
a master?s degree many people
realizethat their growthpotential
is flattening out.?
With more people earning

degrees and creating fierce competition for employment, Eckelman explained that prospective
Today, graduate degrees are employeesare evaluatingwhat they
not only a necessity for upper-level need to advance their career.
?People realize, ?Here?s what I
management or professional jobs,
but also for professions which did don?t know, and in order to get to
not previously require advanced
the next level of my career, I need
more
education,?? she said. ?To
degrees,the articlesaid.
?Employers want to see people move up the food chain, do what
with a defined skill set or a certain you can to get the skills and experiundergrad degree showing that ence that gives you the competitive
you have a certain skill set,? Eckeladvantage.?
man said. ?They look at education
Services to help students identhat says you?ve had exposure tify strengths, pave future career
to this, you?ve had exposure to
paths, and find financial aid are
available,she said.
that.?
To help identify what special
?The most gratifying moments
are those when a student meets an
skill set students would like to focus on for a graduate program, she
opportunity that they never would
recommends 3-5 years of working have thought of. My goal is for stuexperience, internships, or dis- dents to have options,? she said. n

Alex trAutwig / PhOtO editOr

BCPD tests an unidentified student for alcohol consumption (above).

BPD increases police
presence around BC
BY CATHERINE PUTKO
For The Heights

Many times, cooperative behavior
results in thosepresent being allowed
to leave. However, the tenants will
always be held responsible for letting
a gathering at their residence get out

In an effort to maintain safetyand
order in Boston?s communities, the
Boston Police Department (BPD)
of control anda citation is often issued
reported they are increasing their for the disruption.
patrol in areas heavily populated by
It is also important to note that
the BPD is not singling out Boston
college students.
This new initiative is an attempt to Collegestudents in their new initiaminimize neighborhooddisturbances tive.
and to enforce a zero tolerance policy
?We work closelywith each instifor public intoxication and disorderly tution and payvery close attention to
conduct.
those individuals who are intent on
Kirsten O?Driscoll, assistant dean not following the law and who confor Off-Campus Student Life, serves tinue to wreak havocin the neighboras a front line of communication
hoods of Boston,? said William Evans,
with students residing off campus. the superintendent of BPD, in a letter
Recently, she notified students of the addressingtheBPD?s increased patrol.
He said that this heightenedpatrol is
heightenedpolice presence, stressing that their ?decision to engage not to be received in a negative fashion, butrather as an expressionof the
in loud, disruptive and/or high risk
community behaviors, especially genuine concern for theoverallsafety
and welfareof both BC students and
involving alcohol, may result in arrests or citations by theBoston Police
those residing in the City of Boston.
Department as well as disciplinary ?Please keep in mind that you play a
action by Boston College.? In order role in our effort to ensure the thatthe
to prevent student arrests and court
City of Boston is a shining example
appearances, O?Driscoll and the Ofof academic excellenceand pride,? he
fice of the Dean for Student Affairs said, in the letter.
continue to workto educatestudents
O?Driscoll said that the increased
about the expectationsand responsicommunity policing initiative has
bilities that come with the choice to had a positive effect thus far, as the
live off campus.
Office of the Dean of Student AfIn situations where the police do fairs has received fewerreports from
get involved, O?Driscoll said that they Boston Police. In addition to student
arrive with thepurpose of dispersinga safety, the University also plans on
party as quietlyas possible to prevent a
maintaining positive neighborhood
hugedisruptionto the neighborhood. relations. n
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Parents? Weekend comes to a close Lingering questions for Grantfamily
Parents? Weekend, from A1
Broadway anthems like ?Think of
Me,? ?Don?t Rain On My Parade,? and
?All That Jazz,? as well as some classics like ?Bohemian Rhapsody.?
According to a US News article
published in mid-September, ?5
Rules for Visiting Your College
Student during Parents? Weekends,?
some important rules include remaining open to surprises,attending
as many events as possible, andmaking sure to spend someone-on-one
time with your child. But there was

one rule that seemed to resonate
with some parents across campus,
?Don?t freak out.? One set of parents
who embodiedthis rule belongs to

Meaghan McCarthy, A&S ?l5. ?The
only concern I had was that my
daughter would ask for some extra
cash,? her fathersaid. Stephanie Ng,
CSOM ?l5, however,saidher mother
was horrified when she revealed

that BC nightlife begins pretty late
and she is often forced to ride the
Newton bus post-midnight.

Another Parents? Weekend

tra-

dition, the BC football game, was

also a highlight.Despite BC?s loss to
Wake Forest, the parent population
was well represented in the stands,
some whose children opted to sit in
the parent section rather than the
designatedstudent section.
Jack Butler, vice president of
University Mission and Ministry,
said in his talk that ?each human is
unique with an unprecedented occurrence, and when you die, you will
never berepeated,? whichservedas a
reminderto allstudentsand parents
to enjoy and make use of the time
they have at BC. n

McGillycuddy looks to the future
McGillycuddy, from A1
to invest in

the buildings and mov-

ing forwardwith a well-thought-out
strategic plan.?
As chair, McGillycuddy said her
goalsinclude supporting University

leaders, bringing the capital

cam-

paign to completion, and continuing
to evolvetheBoard, itself. ?I hopeto
provide the support thatUniversity

leaders need to meet and achieve
their objectives,? she said.
?Also, we?re in the middle of a
very, very criticalcapital campaign,
and one of my goals is to ensure
the successful completion of that
campaign to be sure the University
has the resources to move forward.
Further, my predecessors havedone
a great job to evolvetheBoard by including an array of different talents,
and I want to continue to solidify
that collaborate, cohesive group.?

in the world ? we need continued
financial support.?
A longtime BC benefactor, McGillycuddy and her husband, Ron
Logue, establishedtheMcGillycuddy-Logue Center for Undergraduate
Global Studies in 2008 to promote
innovative internationallearningfor
undergraduates at BC.
McGillycuddy?s career in financial services spanned more than
three decades and reached the high-

four years of your life. It?s such a
rich opportunity for students to
build a foundation, build a network
and make connections. The BC
family is broad, diverse, and power-

levels of the region?s financial
institutions. After 18 years at Bank
of New England, she joined BankBoston in 1992, leading its Global
Markets Division and chairing its
Asset/Liability and Capital Committee. Until her retirement in 2002,
McGillycuddy served as executive

nephews is that no one?s career is
planned out in advance,? McGil-

McGillycuddy commented on
the University?s strengths, as wellas
challenges, as she assumes her new
role. ?Our strengths include the continued caliber of the student body,
the dedication and talent of faculty,

vice president at Fleetßoston Financial and head of its Private Clients

won?t be perfect, you won?t know the
direction it?s going to take.? n

est

?

ful. Develop a lifelong relationship
with BC.?
?The richness of what is here at
BC is broad and deep,? she said.?
She similarly advisesfalling back
on BC connections for career help.

approved at this time,
our organization is doing what
it was designed for, which is to
not be

fight for the studentreferendum

r

that was voted 89.4 percent in
favor of having contraception
on campus.?
BCSSH has alreadysubmitted
a revised proposalin response to
administrativeconcerns.

Grant?s BC ID was later found in the snow next to

the door at the office building,which has a swipe card
lock system similar to the system at the entrances to the
buildings at BC. Grant was bleeding considerably and
appeared to be disorientedor intoxicated, said police,
adding that Grant wore only one sock, a long sleeve
white shirt and shorts at the time.
The removalof clothing despite the cold temperature outside ledauthoritiesto suspect that ?paradoxical
undressing hypothermia? may have been a contributing factor in the young man?s death, Saratoga County
District Attorney James Murphy said.
Police were notified of the Care Lane break-inshortly
after 12:30p.m. on March 6, and they were madeaware
of the missing 19-year-old at 4:47 p.m. that day, when
Grant?s friend went to policeheadquartersto report that
he had not seen hisfriend since the previous night.
Grant was subsequently identified as the person
observed on the surveillance video, and an intensive
search of the area began immediately, police said.
Grant?s pants and wallet were discovered by search
teams on top of a snow bank near the office building,
and footprints were located in the snow along the
railroad tracks.
Search teams were sent out again on March 7 and 8,
when Grant?s body was located submergedin Putnam
Creek under an ice shelf in aboutfourfeet of water.
Police said Grant apparentlybecame lost and disoriented due to intoxication, as well as suffering from
the effects of hypothermia, and he was unable to pull

himself to safety afterfalling into the creek.Foul play is
not suspected. Though he was injured, police believe injuries were theresult of ?stumbling through the woods,?

rather thanfrom assault.
The Grant family made a public statement in which
it is indicatedthat no narcotics were found in theirson?s
system. However, the investigation was still continuing
and more conclusive results were released Friday.
In the statement, Grant?s parents said, ?Our family
remains heartbroken at his passing, but are striving
to carry on in a manner which we are sure would be
consistent with his wishes. Receiving and coming to
grips with the contents of the autopsy is of course an
important component of our efforts to put our lives

back together.?
His parents were disheartened, though, by the lack
of students and friends coming forward with information. ?The autopsy results fail to answer key questions
as to howthe young man we loved so much could have
sustained the state of disorientation thatcharacterized
his last few hours on this earth,? the statement read.
?We viewit as our solemnresponsibilityto do everything in our power to betterunderstand this tragedyand
will continue our labors in this regard for as long as it
takes to obtain the answers to which we are entitled. We
remain disappointedanddisheartenedthat some of the
people involved in this tragedy have not come forward

with the information necessary for us to understand
what happened to Alex on the night of March 5, 2011.
We continue to implore theseindividuals, and, indeed
anyone else who may have pertinent information, to
come forward to either us, or to the Saratoga Springs
Police with any assistance, however seemingly small,
that might be useful to us in our quest for answers.?
In memory of Grant, friends and fraternity brothers at BC have organized the Alex Grant Memorial
5K Road Race, to takeplace next Saturday, Oct. 8 at 9
a.m. The race will begin outside Gasson Hall, and all
proceeds will benefit the Alexander Maxwell Grant
Foundation. n

?What I always tell my nieces and

lycuddy said. ?There are so many
unexpected twists and turns. Have
patience and take advantage of
every opportunity. You may not
initially get your ideal job, but stay
on the right trackand work hard. It

BCSSH continues with RSO process
BCSSH, from A1

small window at the entrance of an office buildingand
entering the building.

-

Group, overseeing more than $5O
billion in assets.
McGillycuddy encourages students to develop a lifelongrelationship with BC. ?Get as much out
of your four years here as you can
across the board,? she said. ?You
hear this a lot, but they?re the best

?

to Grant over the following 12 hours, but there was no
response. Grant?s cellphone was never recovered.
Surveillancevideofrom the SaratogaSprings Train
Station showed Grant stumbling along the tracks between 11:31 and 11:34 p.m. Two hours later, a surveillance videocamera captured images of himkicking in a

-

focused leadership Fr. Leahy has
been clearin his strategic thinking,
but is also great with the day-to-day
our core offering, which is even
more relevant today, as it resonates
to me in terms of what the world
needs,? she said. ?However, we?re
not the most wealthy University
?

Grant, from A1

Despite the current uncertainty of the future of BCSSH as
an RSO, the organization said it
will become no less active, ceaselessly expandingits meetings and
events. n

AHANA acronym welcomes all
Acronym, from A1
if you care about issues of AHANA
students.?
The term should be used less to

identify races and more to promote
multiculturalism, Shansaid. ?AHANA
shouldn?t really reflect the individual
races,? he said.
?We?re trying to make it more a
celebration of multiculturalism on
this campus. We?re moving beyond
the term as a labeland using it more as
a term to celebratedifferent cultures,
identities, and diversity in general on
campus.?
One of the responsibilities of the
Office of AHANA Student Programs

is the Sr. Thea Bowman Scholars.
?We focus on the AHANA students, but our services are open to
Formerly the AHANA Scholars Program, the name was changed in the all,? Maturana Sendoya said. ?We do
early 2000s to reflect the fact that not not forget our roots or what we were
only AHANA students are eligible founded for, but we try to be more
to receive the recognition. Students

who participate in Options Through
Education (OTE), a summer program
to prepare students for the transition
who have succeeded in spite of challenges, may receive the award.The
OTE program opened up to white
students also in the early 2000s.
?We get a listofstudentswhoidentify themselves [racially] as AHANA
and ?other,? and if they have used our
office we will include them,? Maturana
Sendoya said.

inclusive than exclusive.?
AHANA Caucus, a branchofALC

that brings together different culture
clubs and organizations, invites the
participation of a diverseset of groups,
including the Hellenic Society, the
Irish Society, and the Slavic Club.
?It?s neverreally exclusiveto AHANA students,? Shan said. ?I made this
point last spring. The issues we work
on are considered AHANA student

reality they?re just BC
student issues.? n
issues, but in
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THE BLACKSTONE

JJIFFERENCE

CHALLENGE YOUR ASSUMPTIONS
The Blackstone Legal Fellowship is a leadership development program that
uniquely integrates an intensive study of foundational first principles with a
rigorous legal internship.
AN ALLIANCE DEFENSE FUND MINISTRY

LEARN. LEAD. DEFEND.

BlackstoneLegalFellowship.org

Blackstone graduates have consistently secured highly coveted positions with
jurists, prestigious law firms, and key national organizations.
Those selected will be awarded afinancial scholarship competitive with
a paid internship.

Pictured:

2oog

Blackstone Fellows Peter K., Janelle W., David S., Shannon R., Jaustin 0.
-
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THE CLOUGH CENTER
OF
FOR
THE STUDY

CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY
BOSTON COLLEGE

Secularism, Islam,

and Democracy
CONSTITUTIONAL TENSIONS AND ACCOMMODATIONS
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4:30 PM-6:OO
OPENING KEYNOTE

13
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&

PANEL i

RECEPTION

From Rebellion to Revolution: From Postcolonial to Beyond Colonial
Abdullahi An-Na'im EMORY UNIVERSITY SCHOOL

OF LAW

14
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Secularism, Religion

Mirjam Kunkler PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Arash Naraghi MORAVIAN UNIVERSITY
Samer Shehata GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
Chair: Jonathan Laurence BOSTON COLLEGE
LUNCHEON KEYNOTE

Democratic Aspirations and SharVa
Idealization: On the Cultural Ambivalence
Muslim Democratization
Robert Hefner BOSTON

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY

Amaneyjamal

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY

Chair: Kent Greenfield

CORCORAN COMMONS
BOSTON COLLEGE

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

Gune§ MuratTezcur
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>V

REQUIRED BY OCT 7
CLOUGH.CENTER@BC.EDU
RSVP

UNIVERSITY

Democracy

PANEL 11

Eva Bellin

of

BOSTON COLLEGE

Constitutional Tensions
& Accommodations
PANEL HI

Asll Bali UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
Nathan Brown GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Tamir Moustafa SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
Chair: Vlad Perju BOSTON COLLEGE

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
CONFERENCE DIRECTORS

BC.EDU/CLOUGHCONFERENCE

Ali Banuazizi BOSTON
Intisar Rabb BOSTON

COLLEGE, POLITICAL SCIENCE
COLLEGE LAW SCHOOL

Co-sponsored by the Clough Center for the Study of Constitutional Democracy, BC Law School,
Islamic Civilizations and Societies, and Political Science Department
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK

Acronym should be
emblematic, not dehnitive

?Almost everything: all external expectations, all pride, all fear of
embarrassment or failure. These things just fall away in the face of
death, leaving only what is truly important. Remembering that you
are going to die is the best way I know to avoid the trap of thinking
you have something to lose.?

As the AH AN A acronym celebrates 32 years, expanding thereach
of those invited into the community should be continued
Over three decades ago, Boston
College pioneered efforts to improve
campus integrationand diversity awareness efforts with the coinage of the
AHANA acronym. Created from the
racial identifiers African-American,
Hispanic, Asian, and Native American,
the acronym sought to replace the term
?minority? as an indicator of racial and
ethnic identity. The new term sought
to level the playing field by viewing our
peers as equalsin talentandintellectual
ability while preservingand incorporating into student life therich culture and
unique perspectives various ethnicities
provide.
However,as our community expands
and incorporatesmorepeople from vast
walks of life, we must again remember
that the acronym serves as a term of
inclusivity. As reported in The New
York Times earlier this year, more and
more college-age youth are identifying
as ?mixed race.? Therefore, the idea of
AHANA willbe forever in flux, not necessarily limited to the races from which
the AHANA acronym was originally
drawn. The term was never intended
to, nor should it ever, limit who can take
advantageof the opportunitiesprovided
to those who identify as AHANA. The

Steve Jobs, Stanford 2005 Commencement Address, former CEO of Apple Inc.

term applies to any individualwhofeels
they are a minority at BC. This can in-

clude international students, students
of Middle-Eastern descent, or students
from communities within the United
States where the culture vastly differs
from that of BC.
We applaud the Office of AHANA
Student Programs for its work in counseling for academic success and community integration, organized mentorship
with faculty, research seminars, tuition
remission for summer classes, and
scholarships. But we want recognize
that,as freshman classes become more
and more ?mixed,? the University community will continue to adapt to those
changing demographics.
We are incredibly proud that BC laid
the groundwork for campus integration
and diversity awareness efforts 32 years
ago by creating the AHANA acronym,
but we must be mindful of the true intent of the term. AHANA transcends
racial barriers and values diversity in
all forms. Furthermore, the related
programming office should provide
inclusion and advancement services
for all underrepresented populations
in an effort to improve the quality of
student life.

Seeking out the
women leaders
AdriAnA MAriellA / HeigHts illustrAtiOn

Kathleen M. McGillycuddy represents a female leader who has
achieved greatness in a manner of which womencan be proud
The appointment of Kathleen M.

McGillycuddy to the position of chairwoman of the Boston College Board
of Trustees is a move of supreme significance not only in the University?s
history, but in the greater context of the
state of women leaders in our nation.
Since the beginning of the last century, women?s rights has been an issue
at the forefront of political and social
debates, marked by a plurality of voices
and opinions on how women can best
break through the glass ceiling and meet
theirmale counterpartson level ground.
Some have argued that, to reverse
the historical injustice inflicted upon
women, we must now laud and promote
women solely on the basis of their gender. The Economist even reported this
summer that ?European countries are
passing laws that would force companies to promote more women to the
executivesuite.? Norway and Spainhave
passed laws setting quotas for females
on corporate boards with similar pend-

ing legislation in other EuropeanUnion
nations.
However, many notable female leaders would argue that such an approach
actually sets the levelheaded feminist
movement behind. Indra Nooyi, CEO of
PepsiCo and Sheryl Sandberg, COO of
Facebook, posit that, to achieve sustainable acceptance of women in positions of
power,promotion must be based on ability, not fulfilling quotas. Yes, there must
be an increased effort to seek out and
afford resources to womenwithpotential,
but blind promotion is not the answer.
Leaders like McGillycuddy are prime
examples of women who have successfully broken the glass ceiling in a
manner that brings pride and sets an
example for their gender. There is still
much to be done to establish equality
betweenthe sexes in the United States,
but The Heights has the deepest pride
in BC for recognizing and promoting
exceptional talent and ability, regardless of gender.

In memory of Grant,
a call to friendship

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Pro-Life Club mission overlooks the needs of women
The ?Pro Life? Club (I put
Pro Life in quotes, because ?Anti
Choice? is a far more accurate
name) is currently holding its annual ?Respect Life? (read: ?Trample
on Reproductive Rights?) week.
Among others, past ?Respect Life?
events have included lectures,
pamphlet distributions, and mock
gravesites meant to represent the
number of pregnancies terminated
each year. However, while these
events are all despicableand misogynist (and downright oxymoronic, in the case of one year?s ?Pro
Life Feminist? talk), perhaps the
singular most offensive event is the
traditionalgallery of fetus images,
which is generally placed in a hightraffic area on campus.
The intent, undoubtedly, is to
show viewers that thosefetuses are
babies, too (even though they?re
not), thus tugging at emotional
heartstrings and reminding everyone that abortion is cold-blooded
murder (even though it?s not).
?How could you possibly abort

me?? the gallery seems to be asking. ?Look at how close I am to
being fully formed and adorable!

Last year?s passing of Alex Grant
acutely impacted the Boston College
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in the first place. To the latter, the
gallery?s images represent a painful

wound that?s now being reopened
for the sake of making an ill-informed political point.
Let me ask you, members of
the ?Pro Life? Club: while you
were busy smugly congratulating yourselves for having come up
with this idea, did you ever once
consider the impact it would have
on the (undoubtedly higher than
you think) number of women at BC

which no ?Pro Life? club can legitimately claim to do.
Unfortunately, the administration continues to endorse the ?Pro
Life? Club and its ?Respect Life?
week, so it would not be reasonable
to request that you discontinue
your harmful ?celebrations? of life
(at the expense of women?s health,
education, and economic status,
but you never seem to mention any
of that). However, it is not unreasonable to request that you stop
displayingsuch triggering photos
on campus. Stop shaming the
women within the Boston College
community who have had abortions. Stop reminding the women
within the Boston College community who have miscarried of a
painful, possibly traumatic episode
in their lives. There are other ways

get your point across than the
emotionalequivalentof slapping
to

these women in the face.

who have either had abortions or
suffered miscarriages? I find it hard
to believe that you did.That would
have required caring about women,

ava garcia
A&S

I

The efforts made by the friends of Alexander Grant
are representative of true fellowship
friendship is of the utmost importance
during theseformative years. Students
community. It forced the population need to look out for one another and
to reflect on the preciousness of life keep the integrity of those core friendand the importance of safety. With the ships intact. Grant?s friends at this UniAlex Grant Foundation 5K Road Race versity havedone just that by organizing
slatedfor next weekend, the community the road race and deserve commendacan continueto honor his memory and tion for keeping his spirit alive. As his
his role as a BC student, a son, and a peers, membersof the community can
friend.
contribute to this cause.
Whether taking a direct route by
Unfortunately, a great deal of ambiguity still surrounds his tragic passing. contacting Grant?s parents with inforThe release of autopsy reports does mation or following a broader means of
little to clarify the situation, but there celebrating Grant?s life through theroad
is still much to be gleaned from it. The race, there is much students can do to
maintenance of a strong network of keep Grant?s legacy alive.

Aren?t I precious??
What the ?Pro Life? Club
doesn?t realize, however,is that
this gallery?and its underlying message that ?abortion is murder??has
the potential to be extremely triggering to those members of the
Boston College community who
have either had abortions or who
have miscarried. To the former,
it?s accusing them (wrongly)of
murder, while not even bothering
to consider the reasons they might
have had for getting the abortion
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You are the product

Thumbs
Up
?The
players tried to take the field
and the squirrel refused to
yield?? The blow of another
loss for the football team
on Saturday was cushioned
by the presence of a most
delightfulfurry friend on the
field. Deemed ?The Little RodentThat Could,? the squirrel
succeeded in stopping the
game and getting precious
airtime on the JumboTron as
he ran the length of the field
into the end zone
which is
more than most of his human
Getting Squirrely

?

?

?

counterparts on the sidelines

could claim.

TIM O?CONNOR
The other week, I came across an
interesting cartoon. Two pigs are in
a sty, sitting complacently in front
of a nice mess of whatever pigs are

supposed to eat. One comments to
the other, ?This is great! We get free

?

shelves. If you suffer from serious FOMO (fear of missing
out), you?d be doing yourself
a service to invest in the new
gadget, as sources are reporting a massive 41 percent of
North American cell phone
users will switchto

the iPhone

5 upon its release.

slaughterhouse truck. The caption at
the bottom read, ?If you aren?t paying
for the product, you are the product.?
The satirical cartoon, of course,
was discussing Facebook, and ever
since I read it, I?ve been having a lot
of trouble getting its straightforward
but accurate interpretation of how
the service works out of my head. Sure,
you can explain it away by noting that
Facebook pelts us with ads that make
them some money, but the simple truth
is inescapable.Every time we log in,
upload a photo, comment on a friend?s
wall, or ?like? some random article
on the Internet, we are prostituting
ourselves out for Facebook?s profit. If
you haven?t caught on, they?re selling

you. They?re selling your preferences,
your taste in music, your shopping
habits, your social connections, your
educational background, and your

data you upload to Facebook is verified,
analyzed,and compared. Facebook?s
whiz-kid programmers are hard at work
creating databases and algorithms that
make this informationuseful to marketing executives, politicians, and whoever
else has the money to pay for it.

minimum wageand overtime
laws by assigning only me-

nial?not educational?tasks
to them. The jury is still out
on whether or not the courts
will rule in their favor, but employers everywhere beware,
Alex Footman and Eric Glatt
are not going to take making sandwiches or sweeping

floors lying down.

upload my photos, I don?t obsessively

add every person I ever meet to my
friends list, I don?t use it as the end-all,
be-all of planningnights out, and I
certainly don?t spend more than 10 or
15 minutes a daybrowsing over my
news feed. That?s what it?s called now,
right? Regardless, I can?t quit, despite
my considerably light commitment to
customers?
In the past, I was convinced that
merely monitoring what I put on my

What?s Up (Not) Doc? The
Academy of Family Physicians is getting a
little territorial over their
titles. The group feels that
?

?

?

was to select people who are

POOJA SHAH
Face it. When it comes to the
concept of equality between men and
women, there is a barrierbetween the
belief in equality and how that actually
translates in real life. Although people

affirm that they are advocatesfor equal
opportunities for men and women,
reality says otherwise. For
instance, consider China?s
One Child Policy that has

best quali-

fied for the position regardless of their
sex. This is a very progressive effort
on Australia?s part, following a similar
example to that of Canada, Denmark,
Israel, and New Zealand.
At first read, I was shocked. How
can parts of the world shake their heads
at the thought of allowing a woman to
enroll in a school, but across the map it?s

permissible for them to serve alongside

led to an increase in forced
abortions, female infanticide, and gender imbalance

because the country favors
males over females. In India
and in Pakistan, thousands
of women are subject to
?dowry deaths? or severe
torture, harassment, and
the financial demands
of her dowry- notion that
objectifies a woman?s worth
with a monetary value. Or
the fact that in Saudi Arabia,
meet

a

the spike in the number of

women are even prohibited

from driving!
While some countries still struggle
with allowing women the chance to
abandon their stereotypical domestic
roles and accelerate economically, intellectually, or politically, there is no doubt
that therehas been advancementfor
women over the decades.The other day,
whileflipping through a newspaper, I
came across an article with the following
headline, ?Australia to let women fight
on the front line.?
Over the span of the next five years,
Australia plans to remove all gender
restrictions in the armed forces and al-

are lobbyingfor the title ?Dr.?
to become a more exclusive
one and are actually making
headway in some states. So,
in case you didn?t know, your
English professor can?t treat

your appendicitis.

Feeling the Loss

?

For the

their male counterparts in protecting
their country? This apparent dichotomy
certainlyrepresents the varying rates at
which developmentoccurs.
Still, agreeing to let women assume
roles of infantry and artillery soldiers,
navy clearance divers, mine-disposal
experts, and airfield guards, (otherwise
dangerous jobs that were previously
banned) is a highly controversial topic.
Supporters believe that lifting the ban
will open people?s eyes about how
women deserve this privilege because
they are equally important in society

upperclassman population

theold lunch
standby,Eagle?s Nest, just isn?t
what it used to be. Yes, Ana

on this campus,

can still be counted upon to
make sandwiches at a break-

neck pace, the Thai Chicken
flatbreads are better than
ever, and there?s a hotdog
machine for the seriously
aggressive carnivores among
us, but in terms of ambiance,
no amount of conversation
can overcome

the loss of the

Piano Kid?s background jams.
We?re all in the mood for a

-

?

companies with access to user metrics
are selling off everythingfrom number

Defense Force commented on how he
believes that the goal behind this change

nurses and other health care

professionals getting their
Ph.Ds is creating confusion
among patients as to whom is
qualified to treat them. They

the service. I can?t imagine someone
who actually uses Facebook ever walking away.
I don?t really have a solution to the

online profiles was enough to keep me
fact that we are allowingour deepest friendships, our most personal
relatively secure. These days, I?m just
not that sure. Everything you delete or
relationships, and our favorite hobbies
hide from Facebook is stillrecorded on to become nothing more than markettheir servers. Even if you close down
ing fodder. I don?t know if we even
need or deserve a solution. We?re
your account as soon as you finish
all so used to being the consumer that
reading this article, they have a record
of every single thing you?ve ever done
we need go through the experience
up on their site up until that point, and
of being the product before we know
that never goes away. Maybe, on their
what to do about it. We?re pigs in the
end, knowing who walks away is even a
sty, and we?re walking to the slaughuseful statistic. Better yet, among those terhouse with a grin on our faces.
who walk away, it?s good to know who
Maybe the smell of bacon will make us
reconsider.
inevitablycomes back. The information economy is growing at an alarming perhaps unsustainable rate, and Tim O? Connor is a staff columnist for

sexual abuse if the woman
or her family is not able to
American

friendships, employer/
employeerelationships, and family bonds, there?s simply no way that
Facebook will fall. We?re going to use
it, and Mark Zuckerberg knows it,
so what reason does he have to stop
trying to milk us for every cent we are
worth?
Personally, I?ve tried to close my
profile aboutfive times over the past
week, and I just can?t do it. I don?t
pas that ruins

even use Facebook that much. I don?t

low women to serve in front-line combat
roles for the first time, as long as they
are physically and psychologically capable. A representative of the Australian

?

production company violated

can collectivelyand suddenly decide
to stop using Facebook. Unless they
pull some massive, unthinkablefaux

The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

Might versus rights

Unpaid Unrest If you settled for executing menial

taskslast summer in the name
of the greater good of being
able to putting the coveted
title of ?intern? on your resume, you may be delighted
to hearthat a certain groupof
your colleaguesactuallyacted
on the rebellion you spent
May through August vainly
plotting. Interns that worked
on the set for Black Swan
are suing Fox Searchlight
Pictures, claiming that the

this information with those who pay to
advertise through Google.The same
is true for every e-mail you receive
through Gmail. You didn?t think that
7.6 gigabytes of email storage was coming from the goodness of their hearts,
did you? And what about Netflix? The
value may be great for us, but imagine
how much a studio executive would
pay to get his hands on the viewing
records and preferences of 23 million

?

You Tube favorites. Every little bit of

Thumbs
Down

of hits to users? shoe sizes.
Perhaps this is the price we pay
for the convenience and utility that
Facebook and similar services offer.
I?m far past the point of believing we

shelter, free food, and we don?t have to
do anything!? What our two porcine
friends failed to notice, however, is the
farmer in the background, who is busy
loading their curly-tailed peers onto a

?

Countdown The time that
techies and lovers of shiny
new things alike have been
awaiting for months is upon
us: tomorrow the much-anticipated iPhone 5 will hit

Of course, it?s not just Facebook.
Every time you search for something on
Google, your activity gets loggedand recorded so that Google can personalize
the ads it shows you, all while sharing

Bazoomie Wagon BEN VADNAL

Celebrities
and politics

and haven?t been recognized for how
war affects them. The deep impact it has
on females is often overlooked: womens?
lives are drastically affected when they
lose their boyfriends, husbands, brothers, and sons to combat. The notion that
a female could now be the one fighting
will certainly create a shift in familial
structures in addition to newly earned
respect. On the other hand, critics argue

that genetic and biological differences
betweenthe two sexes will cause problemsfor even the strongest women. Differences in muscle distribution and rate
ofrecovery from physical force could
make even the most physically powerful
female vulnerablein battle. Other condemnations include increased
rape or sexual assault. Some
simply argue that Australia has
no respect for women.
Quite frankly, the issue of
whether Australia?s uplifted ban
is a good idea or not, will be a
never-endingconflict with both
sides making valid points. In
my opinion, it is remarkable to
see that the day has come when
women even have the option
of serving on the frontline if
they choose to do so. Certainlythis decisionwouldhave
beenridiculed and laughed at
twenty years ago, but in our
postmodern world it signifies a
major cultural change. This is
not to say that other countries
will follow suit or even that the
ratio of male to females in the Australian
militarywill dramaticallyvary- the point
is that this is a huge stepping stone that
could potentiallytrigger other changes
worldwide.While five years to see how
and if this change has been successfully
implemented is a long time to wait, it is
safe to say that women are unquestionablyfighting their way to the top.

Pooja Shah is a staff columnist for The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

JANINE HANRAHAN

With a little over a year until the
2012 election and mere months until
the first votes are cast in the Republican presidential primary, the political
season has begun. There are debates,
straw polls, state fairs, fundraisers, and
all the other trappings that accompany

the race for America?s highest office.
For a student of politics, it is an exciting time. However, during this season a

very scary creature comes out of hibernation: the politically ?aware? celebrity.
Between elections, the politically
aware celebrity (PAC) is typically found
dining at trendy bistros, vacationing on
exotic islands, walking the red carpet,
or maybeeven acting. Americans love
reading about this wealthy creature?s
antics and behavior in their gossip
magazines. But once the political
season begins, the PAC starts turning up in strange places, like the set of
Countdown with Keith Olbermann or
a political rally in Ohio. What accounts
for this odd change in behavior?
Well, by virtue of their stardom and
the Americanobsession with fame,
many people are interested in what
politicallyaware celebrities have to say,
and it turns out that PACs love talking
politics. For instance, PAC Morgan
Freeman recently appearedon CNN,
where the host asked him if President
Obama?s election has helped to eradicate racism. Freeman, a very highly esteemedPAC, said that, in fact, Obama?s
electionhas made racism worse because it led to the rise of the Tea Party,
a racist organization whose mission
is, ?Screw the country. We?re going to

do whatever we can to get this black
man out of here.? Days after Freeman?s
appearance, PAC Janeane Garofolo told
Keith Olbermann that GOP candidate
Herman Cain is ?probably well liked
by some of the Republicans because it
hides the racist elementsof the Republican Party, conservative movement,
and Tea Party movement, one in the

same.?

Clearly, PACs are very concerned
about racism, but they are also moved
by other issues. Just recently Roseanne
Barr, a very loud species of PAC, offered a solution to America?s economic
crisis?the guillotine. Barr said that the
?guilty bankers? from the 2008 financial
crisis must give back any wealth over
$lOO millionand learn to live with that

salary. If they are unable to do so, they
must go to ?re-education camps,? and if
that does not work, then they should be
?beheaded.?
Although PACs obviously love
politics, they tend to all fall on the
liberal end of the spectrum. There
are notable Republican PACs, such as
Elizabeth Hassleback and Toby Keith,
but by and large one is most likely to
find them exercising their constitutionalfreedoms at an Obama rally. Yes
they can.
Unfortunately, politically?aware?
celebritiescontribute few insights of
value to the political discussionand
their opinions receive undue publicity.
Of the three examples I mentioned,
Morgan Freeman?s remarks deserve
particular attention. Despite the fact
that Freeman offered no evidencefor
his accusations against the Tea Party,
they were widely covered. If Morgan
Freeman, a well-respected, famous,
black man accuses the Tea Party of racism, then it must be true.
Yet that is simply not the case. Undoubtedly there are racists in the Tea
Party, and I don?t doubt the sincerity of
Freeman?s convictions, but to paint all
those who oppose President Obama as
racists is irresponsible and dishonest.
Between 9.1 percent unemployment,
the Solyndra debacle, healthcare reform, and questions about the stimulus, there are many legitimatereasons
to oppose Obama. However, PACs like
Freeman and Garofolowouldhave us
think that only ignorant racists do not
support the president.
With their tendency to play it fast
and loose with the facts and to spew
partisan rhetoric, PACs are really not
that differentfrom the talking heads on
TV or even the candidates themselves,

whichreminds us that the political season is not the most pleasant of times.
In between the superficiality, deception, and outright lies, Americans are
tasked with electing someone to one of
the most important political offices in
the world. Maybe it would be easier if
we just let Oprah decide.

melody.
Find us on Twitter.
@BCTUTD

Janine Hanrahan is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at

opinions@bcheights.com.
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?Dream House? is a nightmarishly average experience
BY CAROLINA DEL BUSTO
For the Heights
Have you ever gone into a movie and
walked out scratching your head? Or
maybe you have found yourself a little
dazedand confused?
If youanswered no to anyof the above
questions, then you have not gone to
see Dream
Dream House:

b+

House. (If
you anJimSheridan
swered yes
CliffjackPictures and that is
an experi-

would not want to happen
again, then avoid Dream House).
Dream House tells the story of a man,
Will Atenton (Daniel Craig), who goes
home from work only to discover that
something doesn?t feel quite right, that
something strange is going on. He appears to be walking around in a dreamlike state, until he comes face to face
with the truth, andrealizes like most
of us find out in the mornings dreams
can sometimes be better than reality.
What Atenton awakens to is the fact
ence you

?

?

that his family was brutally murdered
five yearsago and their killer was never
found. All fingers, though,point to him.
He can?t rememberwhat happened that

night, but he vows to find out.
The storyline has potential to be an
edge-of-your-seat thriller, but the execution went awry. According to IMDb.
com, director Jim Sheridan ?lost control
over the movie by the studio and was not
pleased with the final result.? Sadly, this
is quite apparent to the audience.
The plot itself is very flat and distorted. It is disorganized and does not
evolve like a story should. It is as if the
film was pieced together quickly and
no thought was put into filling the plot
gaps. Even the way the film was marketed makes very little sense. The focus
on the teaser posters is two little girls,
and the tagline is ?Once upon a time,
there were two little girls who lived in
a house.? Yet, the girls are not the main
focus of the film, and barely have any
screen time.

Dream House features a lot of familiar themes similar to those found
in Martin Scorsese?s Shutter Island.

However, one of these movies debuted
at No. 1 in the box office its opening
weekend, while the other came in at
No. 6. (Take a guess as to which was
which). The only comparisons that can

be drawnbetween the two films are that
both containedskilled actors, and both
dealt with alternate realities.
However, there is little criticism for
the lead actors in this film. The protagonists, real-life married couple Daniel
Craig and Rachel Weisz, are adorable
to watch onscreen. Meanwhile, Naomi
Watts plays the family friend and next

door neighbor who deserves a bigger
the story as Watts? superb acting leaves audienceswanting more from
her character. Together, Craig, Weisz,
and Watts save the film from being a

part in

complete bore.
For a thriller/mysterygenre,the film
has very little of either. Primarily, audiences do not have to do much guessing
when it came to plot twists as Dream
House fell victim to the classic case of a
trailer giving away too much. When it
comes to suspenseful flicks, less really is
more. What this film ultimately needs is

Faris, though charming, flops in ?Number?

COurtesy

more depth in the storyline,more emotion, and more opportunity for character discovery and development.
Dream House falls in an in-between
stage: It was neither bad nor great. The
potential is so much greater than the
result, but there are still some merits

BY SEAN KEELEY
For the Heights
Thefall movie season is upon us, which
means that studios will soon be releasing
a glut of prestigious dramas, holiday

?

particularly the acting

?

that make it

a film worth seeing. Those expecting to

available to rent

or look

?

b+
d+

Mark Mylod
Contrafilm

cluding unfortunate
duds like

What?s Your Number?, a cheap excuse
for a romantic comedy which manages to
adhere to every cliche of its genre without being remotely romantic or funny.
The movie stars Anna Faris as Ally
Darling, a 20-something single woman
who just can?t seem to find Mr. Right
though not for lack of trying. When
she reads a magazine article suggesting that the average woman sleeps with
10.5 men before getting married, an
alarmed Ally issues an ultimatum: she
will not sleep with any more men until
she finds ?the one.? This means tracking
?

down her 19 exes in search of a potential
husband, a process she undergoes with
the help of Colin (Chris Evans), a womanizer and aspiring musician who lives
across the hall in the same apartment.

This rather illogicalpremise sets the
for a series of painfully unfunny

stage

elsewhere.

Dream House is the kind of movie
that really will leave you in a dreamlike state ? but, more likely than not,
you?ll probably going to be excited to
wake up. n

BOX OFFICE REPORT
weekend gross

title

weeks in release

Of

AllMOviephOtO.COM

1. dolphin tale

14.3

2

2. Moneyball

12.5

2

3. thelion king (in 3-d)

11.1

3

4. 50/50

8.9

1

5. Courageous

8.8

1

6. dreaMhouse

8.2

1

7. abduCtion

5.7

2

8. what?s your nuMber?

5.6

2

9. Contagion

5.1

4

10.killer elite

4.9

2

Courtesy oF AllmoviePhoto.Com

included)

sketches in which Ally revisits her past
boyfriends. There?s Donald (the fat one),
and Gerry Perry (the creepy one), and
Simon (the British one), and a whole
host of others. None of these characters
are remotely developed. The writers are

blockbusters, and other Oscar hopefuls.
But there is still room at the multiplexfor
WHat?s Your number?: films of all
colors in-

AllMOviephOtO.COM

be absolutely thrilled
for the price of their movie ticket should
either wait until Dream House becomes

phOtOs COurtesy

Not even Faris? wonderful charm and a bevy of famous costars (now husband ChrisPratt

Of

Weisz and Craig bumble their way through aflat, disorganizedplot that doesn?t everexcel.

I simply didn?t care. None

of these problems would
matter so much if the

movie was actually funny,

but joke after joke falls flat.
more interested in creating broad caricatures to milk for obvious jokes thanin

crafting characters that resemble actual
human beings. Unfortunately,this is just
as true of the leads as it is of the small
roles. All that we need to know about the
main characters is telegraphedvery early
on: Ally is abrasive and insecure, while
Colin is confident and smooth talking.
Inevitably, the script demandsthat these
two fall in love, but their characters are
so superficial, and their relationship
so arbitrary, that I simply didn?t care.
None of these problems would matter so much if the movie was actually

funny, but joke after joke falls flat. To
compensate, the writers turn to sheer
raunchiness, giving us scene after scene

can lift ?Number? from movie doldrums.

of Ally and her friends discussing the
intricacies of their sex lives. I don?t object
to raunchiness on principle, but such
materialhas to be accompaniedby some
levelof wit. Here, the writers merelywant
us to giggle at the liberal use of middle
school level jokes.Elsewhere, the comedy
is equally uninspired, resorting to tired
physical gags like our heroine falling
off a fence or catching her hair on fire.
Most of the film?s problems trace
back to its script, but other departments
shouldn?t be let off so easily. Director
Mark Mylod displays no sense of visual
creativity, nor is he able to set a consistent tone for the proceedings. The
cinematography is at best bland and at
incompetent. Several shots are so
poorly composed that the tops of main
characters? heads are lopped off for
worst

discernible reason. There?s nothing
much to say about the editing, except
that there should have been more of
it: the movie is one hour and 46 minutes long but feels much, much longer.
The only participants who emerge
from this mess with some dignity are
no

Faris and Evans. Faris has an expressive face and natural comedic timing,
while Evans has a relaxed, easygoing charm that serves him well. But
What?s Your Number? proves that
star power is not enough to redeem
a

lazy, and wholly cliched script.

BESTSELLERS OF HARDCOVER FICTION
1. heat rises
Richard Castle
2. lethal
Sandra Brown
3. the night CirCus
Erin Morgenstern
4. son of stone
Stuart Woods
5. reaMde
Neal Stephenson

n

6.kill Me if you Can
James Patterson
7. new york to dallas
J.D. Robb
8. the art of fielding
Chad Harbach
9. the raCe

Clive Cussler

10. a danCe with dragons
George R.R. Martin
SOURCE:Publisher?s Weekly

'Drive' makes a very convincing case for movies with fewer words
JOE ALLEN
Earlier this week, I saw Drive with
few friends and high expectations.
Walking out of the theater, making an
open-mouthed, glazed-over face of astonishment that ironicallylooks like the
essence of pure stupidity, I couldn?t wait
to talk about what I had just seen with
my fellow moviegoers. For the first time
since this summer?s The Tree of Life, a
movie?s sheer originality had overtaken
my thoughtprocess. When I said,?Wow,
now that was a movie,? half of my group
laughed, thinking my dazed praise had
been sarcastic. Just like with The Tree of
a

Life, none of my friends were as crazy

use a ?show, don?t tell? policy. If a character states an action as he?s doing it, his
line will come across to the majority of
the audience as redundant. This implicit
audience expectation for characters to
not state the obvious explainswhy some
movies can be both critically and com-

mercially condemned. Take last week?s
Abduction, for instance. An amateurish
screenplay had Taylor Lautner screaming, ?My parents are dead!? or ?They
killed my parents!? everyfive minutes. As
audience membershad alreadywitnessed
this double murder at the beginning of
the film, they can do little more than
scream back, ?We know Taylor, and we
stopped caring about half an hour ago!?
This isn?t to say that speaking in movies isn?t necessary. It furthers the plot and
deepens characters and their relationships. Some genres, primarily comedies,
need to employdialogueheavily. In some

about Drive as I was. My roommate
summed up the nay-sayers? opinionbest:
?You couldfit that movie?s screenplay on
the back of a business card.?
Most people expect dialogue in cases, writers can create conversations so
movies, lots of dialogue, with some effortlessly that omitting dialoguewould
explosions thrown in for good measure. be a crime against their films.
Actions without words behind them,
But since not everyone is Quentin
Tarantino, and since film is primarily a
even if they include Ryan Gosling curb
stomping one mobster afteranother, can
come across to some as ?boring.?
What most people don?t realizeis

that

movies, much like middleschool essays,

visual art form, one shouldn?t expect, or
even want, every movie to solely feature

people talking for two hours. Of course,
most people do want wordless action to

balance out the conversation in films. So,
why will people pay to see the dialoguelight, ultra violent 300 multiple times,
yet yawn as Goslingblasts people with
shotguns in Drive? Why will my family
never watch WALL-E with me again?
The answer seems to lie in expectations. Time and time again, audiences
will trust a movie based on a trailer, relying on the trailer to predict the movie?s

300?s trailer promised two hours
of Spartans relentlessly killing Persians,
and the movie followed through on that
promise. In this case, moviegoers got
what they paid for.
The preview for Drive also presents a
seemingly non-stop thrill ride to viewCOurtesy Of AllMOviephOtO.COM
ers. In reality, this trailer takes a great
amount of the film?s important dialogue, ?Drive? has proven to be one of the most divisive movies of the year, but is it worth seeing?
condenses it into two-and-a-half minutes, and thereforepromises a different
For those interested in a masterful
Unlike most critics, Americanfilmgoers
movie than what Drive actually is. Inits
cinematic exercise in style and slowwatch movies mainlyfor their entertainentirety, Drive still is an action movie, ment value. Drive is highlyentertaining, building tension, check out Drive.
but it also contains a whopping ton of but it?s hardly surprising that some Those looking for some fast-paced, loud
silent meditation. Gosling?s character people will be disappointed when they Friday night entertainment should look
lets his actions speak louder than his expect fast-spoken dialogue and hard elsewhere.
tone.

words.
What Drive?s trailer-makers either

didn?t realize or didn?t care much about
was that Drive is an artsy action movie.
Most people don?t like art house movies.

rock music, and instead receive unspoken contemplation and the electronic ?A
Real Hero.? In reality, the film?s trailer

appeals to a much wider audience than

the film

ever could.

Joe Allen is a staff columnist for The
Heights. He welcomes commentsat arts@
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Rogen, Gordon-Levitt bring
humor to intense subject
?5O/50,? from AlO

COurtesy Of gOOgle

CombiningRed Hot Chili Peppers? and Florence and the Machine?s sound, this Seattle based band has a stalwertfan base across the country.

Head and Heart heat up at the Royale
BY KATIE LEE
Heights Staff

This past Friday evening, the increasingly popular Seattle band, The
Head and the Heart, took the stage at
Royale Boston. Three thousand miles
away from home and only one album
under their belt, it would seem as if this
west coast-based group would have a
small fan base in Boston. However, the
turnout and success of theshow proved
otherwise.Not only was this show completely sold out, TheHead and the Heart
had the audience dancing and singing
along throughout its entirety. In short,
their performance was everything a live
show should be and more: completely

gospel harmonies.
Before The Head and the Heart
were able to take the stage on Friday,
two groups opened with shorter sets.
First up was The Devil Whale, an indie
group from Salt Lake City. Their music
is the product of collaboration between
a group of long time friends and was
surprisingly delightful. Sometimes it
is difficult to capture the attention of
a crowd that is merely waiting for the

bigger

name

band

to

take the

stage.

However, The Devil Whale?s music was
accessible, entertaining, and charming.

Their sounds were similarto thatof more
popular groups such as Cold War Kids
or Vampire Weekend.
The next group to take the stage was

the lead

captivating, a concert you never want

Get Down Stay Down. Thao,

to end.

singer, was the

For those who are unfamiliarwith the
group, The Head and the Heart breech

strength. She brought an intriguing aspect
to the folk-filled night while her sound
and personality almost seemed to be
too big for her tiny frame. Thao and the
groupdisplayed their many talents.Their
sound had a female inspiredRed Hot Chili

group?s highlight and

the recent trends ofbands like Mumford
Sons or Fleet Foxes while finding
their own unique meaning and sincerity
in their music. The group was formed
just in 2009. Band members started by Peppers vibe. On some tracks, Thao even
spreading their music through word of sounded like the lead singer of Florence
mouth, sellingtheir EP at local concerts
and the Machine. Even though the group
or record stores, and opening for smaller was entertaining, by the end of the set the
name groups in Seattle. Then, this past
crowd was energetic and restless, everyApril, the group released their debut one ready to see the main act.
album, The Head and the Heart, and
And they were well worth the wait.
their name has been growing rapidly in Around 8:45 p.m., the band hit the stage
popularity ever since. Their music plays with their opener, ?Cats and Dogs,? a
heavily on vocal harmonies, piano and charming piece from their album. From
violin melodies, and prominent drums even the first few minutes of them playing
and percussion. The sound is simple, yet
together on stage, it was clear just how exintoxicating as a simple combinationof cited they were to be there.The band was
vaguely old-time instrumentation and incredibly in sync as they dancedtogether
&

sharingmicrophones, and enjoying themselvesthe wholewaythrough the
set. Running througheverythingthey did

50/50. Thrust into this unlucky situation,
Adam finds himself reassessing his relationships as he struggles with this sudden
immediatepossibility of death.
Before diving decisively into the idea
of dying at a young age, 50/50 wins moviegoers over by throwing them into a
world that feels like a grown-up version
of Superbad. The evident chemistry between Gordon-Levitt and Rogen comes
through in a charmingly childish way.
Even after Adam is diagnosed, all Kyle
can think about is getting the two of them
laid.While thatmight sound ridiculous on
paper, the two skilled comedic actors pull
their characters? relationship off, adding

of the comedy and an undercurrent
of emotion to the movie.
most

on stage,

the simple tradition of quality, live
musicianship and performance, even on
their most folksy tracks like ?Down in the
Valley.? Every song they performed had
was

the vivacity and audience-response as if
it were a hit single. Not one track lacked
in luster, sincerity, or captivation of the
audience?s attention.
However, the track, ?Rivers and
Roads? was especiallypowerful. Violinist and singer Charity Thielen absolutely
stole the show with her intoxicating

vocals and repetition of the line, ?rivers
and roads, rivers and roads, rivers ?til I
meet

you.?

?Even the most jaded
individual will find it
hard to not tear up in the

film?s final half
While Rogen remains the key supporting playerthroughout the film, other
well-rounded characters are introduced
following the cancer diagnosis who bring
a surprising silver lining into Adam?s
unfortunate situation. Anna Kendrick
shines as Adam?s inexperienced,yet wellintentioned psychiatrist Katie, providing
the perfect contrast to the cold Rachel.

Lyrics such as these were two of the
main strengths of The Head and the
Heart?s performance. The crowd sang

alongwith almost every emotion-ridden
lyric. Whether it was ?just wanna die
with the one I love? on ?Honey Come
Home? or ?Lord have mercy on my
rough and rowdy ways? on ?Down in
the Valley,? the crowd participated and
connected with the group?s energy. This
participation served as a testament to
just how influential and great the band
was live.
Overall, it is clear that with such extraordinary liveperformances, everyone
can expect more great things to come
from The Head and the Heart. They
bring forth such a quality and personal-

Adam and Katie?s relationship develops
slowly, but their increasing closeness

Although 50/50?s large stableof gifted
comedic actors draws audiences in and
keeps them laughing, the movie?s heart
comes from Will Reiser?s screenplay and
Joseph Gordon-Levitt?s layered performance. Thanks largely to friends/producers Rogen and Evan Goldberg,Reiser had
the opportunity to construct a cinematic

achievement from a terrible situation.
Reiser?s script, brought to life by GordonLevitt, takes audience members through
the cycles of a cancer patient, from disbelief to tearful acceptance.
Sure, a veteran moviegoer could walk
into 50/50 having seen the trailer and
say they know how it all will end, being a mainstream dramedy and all. This
eye-rollerwould be right, but only to an
extent. The crude dialogueand light tone
of the film?s first half do largely forecast
the film?s outcome. As the movie enters its
final leg, however, Adam?s situation begins
to feel shockingly real, and the combined
strength of Gordon-Levitt?s acting, Reiser?s
writing, and director Jonathan Levine?s
simple direction produces a strong feeling
of empathy in the viewer. Even the most
jadedindividual will find it hard to not tear
up in the film?s final half hour.
As it brings audience membersthrough
a surprising range of emotions, 50/50
becomes a meditation on death and a
celebration of life. Just as Reiser found
something great when life gave him
something horrible, so too does Adam.
In the film, Adam begins to discover the
importance of healthy relationships. As
Adam?s health declines, he focuses less on
his work and everydayroutines and more
on those people close to him that he had

comes organically and should cause
even a hardened viewer to crack a smile.
Rounding out the ensemble are Philip
Baker Hall and Matt Frewer as Alan and
Mitch, two fellow, albeit older,cancer pa-

previously taken for granted. This theme
allowsviewers to relate to thefilm regardless of whether they have experienced
personal tragedies or not.
Taken altogether, 50/50 rises above
tients with whomAdam becomesfriends. the long list of lazy comedies this year
These two pot-smoking, joke-cracking by making people laugh while touching
characters bring a welcome lightheartedupon their deeper emotions. Many films
ness that counteracts the dark nature of
have attempted this feat, but few pull it
the hospital scenes.
off so well. n

ity to their music that is impossible not
to like. The Head and the Heart are the
definitionof a band on the rise, destined

for greatness. n

Chorale gains unique experience through Pops
Pops, from

AlO

banter betweenBlock and Murney.
Song choices always keeping in step
with the ?diva? theme, Block and Murney
awed the BC community with theirskills.
Spellbound, the audience listened to
Block reach operatic heights with ?Think
of Me,? a toughact to follow.Nevertheless,
Murney outdid herself, fully engaging
the crowd with her antics in ?Ring Them
Bells,? trumping an alreadystellar performance of Ragtime?s ?Back to Before.?
After a brief intermission, the Pops
were back, ready to support yet another
amazing group ofvocalists The University Chorale of Boston College. Chorale
president Brenna Kelley, A&S ?l2, spoke
earlierin the dayof the incredibleexperience ?Pops on the Heights? affordsyoung
?

performers.

?These

are

really

once in a lifetime

opportunities. Very few people ever get
to do something like this,? she said. ?It
kicks off your experiencein chorale and
at BC.?
With 60 new members recently accepted to the Chorale and a very limited
time span to practice before the event,
mastering the songs can be stressful.
?It?s a hectic time for us, because we
reallyonly have two full weeks ofprepara-

tion,? Kelley explained. The group copes
through additional rehearsals, though
they only practice only once with the Pops
and Lockhart.
Despite these challenges and the
strange acoustics in Conte Forum, the
University Chorale never fails to please,
and this year?s performance was no exception. The video ?A Tribute to Boston
College? set to John Williams? ?Call of the
Champions? sung by the chorale depicted

Murney introduced the first Wicked tune
of the evening. Playingin character as
Glinda the Good, she said, ?I have never

played, nor would ever,? she sang ?Popular? with the full conceit it merits. Block
then graced Conte Forum with the iconic
?Defying Gravity,? and the two ?witches?
came together beautifully in ?For Good.?
In theirencore Block and Murney sang ?I
Will Never Leave You,? a fitting tune for
such a dynamic duo.
true BC greatness in all manner of sports.
This gala event concluded with a
An appearance by Mark Herzlich and ?Cinematic Sing-Along,? which was well
appreciated by all and peaked with ZipDoug Flutie?s infamous ?Hail Mary Pass?
received particularly loud cheers.
A-Dee-Do-Dah. As glow sticks began to
COurtesy Of gOOgle
This dramatic introduction to the gleam in the darkness, BC and American
As
on
his
television
the
man
blended
seriousness
and
humor.
funny
raunchy
show,
?Louie,?
secondhalf of the nightquickly mellowed pride came together and soared. As balas the chorale serenaded the crowd with
loons fell from above exploding below
?Dry Your Tears Afrika? from Amistad. like fireworks, the crowd stood to sing
This enchantingmelodywellbacked by a ?For Boston? and ?The Stars and Stripes
steady rhythm is sung in Mende, a West Forever.?
Louis, from AlO
African language commonly spoken in
Not only did this year?s ?Pops on the
from a kid herecalls, ?hating more thanhell
$2
aid,
Sierra
Leone.
raise
coming
Liberia and
The
millionfor financial
itself.? This child would always call upon
Heights?
it also thrilled its participants to the core. fruition.
Mrs. C.K. for playdates with Louis, because
together of so many voices was truly awesome to behold and left a lasting impresOne of C.K.?s funniest bits was about a heknew that Louis wouldnever have agreed
Perhaps Julia Murney said it best.,? When
sion on listenerswhile thePops turnedup you?re a little kid you think, ?Oh maybe bully in his first-grade daughter?s classroom to them.The sadistic childthat he was, C.K.
the volume with an instrumental rendiI?ll get to sing with the Boston Pops one in New York City. Rather than naming the looked on with pleasure when his neighbor
tion of ?Bohemian Rhapsody.?
day! But you don?t think, maybe it?ll be child, C.K. called him Jamanthapus and caught a beating after stealing a stick from
In a transition back to the night?s bein a hockey arena!?? Pops on the Heights pointed out that the child enters the classLouis. ?That can?t be manufactured,? he said
ginning theme, Murney showed off her is an incredible event as it draws the BC room every morning ?like a MedievalPrince with a grin. ?That s?t has to bereal.?
sarcastic side, singing Spamalot?s ?Diva?s
arts culture into a much largerarena and
who has been drinking blood out of a skull
More than anything, C.K. is an analytical
Lament.? Keeping up her sardonic tone, does so with high style. n
all morning, shedding his goods onto the and captivating performer who manages to
floorwhilehis mothersmiles and laughs and wring thehumor out of even the most twisted
writes it off as if she?s afraidof him.? He went situations. His performances, muchlike his
show, are both earnest and dark. He knows
on to detail a day of playgroundduty that he
in
Jamanthapus
had volunteered for which
thattheworldisn?t as goodas hewouldlike it
strode up to his daughter and grabbed her to be, but hestill spendsthe time teachinghis
arm violently. C.K. grabbed the child by the
daughters to live a betterlifethan the one he
arm andlooked him in theeye whilegrowlhas led. He is relatable in a veryhuman sort
ing, ?Do not ever touch her again, do you of way, mentioning that he?s not sure howhe
understand me?? What was funniest about is going to preach to his daughters about the
the story was the comedian?s shamefaced dangersof drugs whenhe started smoking at
admissionthathe had blown things entirely nine and drinkingat 12. C.K. is goofy,evoking
out of proportionwith the child.
rumbles of deep laughter on a description
The joke was one in a series of stories of a phone call he might have to place to his
ex if their children were to ever be eaten by
about his children (ages six and nine, respectively) who he raises part-time with bears. He is filthy,but probably no more so
his ex-wife. On the most recent season of than the average man; he just has the balls
his Emmy-nominated FX show Louie, he (or perhaps lacksany inhibition) to saywhat?s
on his mind, and that?s what strikes such a
constantly calls upon his childrenfor inspiration. In one episode, he brings the girls on chord with audiences both in person and on
a vacation to upstate New York to visit his
television. Hehas managedto anger Barbara
diminishinggreat aunt, whohearkens from a Walters and Dane Cook alike, two very opvery different time. Althoughfamilylifecould posite ends of a spectrum that is otherwise
haveneutered C.K. (it proves to be thedeath cluttered with C.K. supporters.
A pessimist, C.K. has already expressed
of so many great comics), it revitalized him.
C.K. garnered his biggestlaughs whenhe fears about a possible cancellation of his
recounted hischildhood. Many people may show. ?I have high hopes for Louie,? he told
not realize it, but the man spent his first seven
the A.V. Club in a recent interview, ?but not
years growing up in Mexico, the son of a Mexexpectations.? For a man whose show packs
ican father and a Hungarian mother (when
such heart, wit, andsincere emotionalityinto

C.K. revisits past at Wilbur

DAniel lee

/

HeigHts PHOtOs

Combining the prestige of the Boston Pops and the energy of the BC Chorale, Pops on the Heights flew by in a whirl of impressiveperformances.

he described his accent and abuelito, people
could be seen wiping tears from their eyes).
When he was seven, he moved to Framingham, Mass., where helived across the street

a miniscule 20-minuteblock, C.K. is far too
humble of a comedian, but perhaps that is

exactlywhatthe ever-cloggedcomedyworld
has been lookingfor all these years. n
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THE HEIGHTS GETS STARRY-EYED

WICKED CULTURED

Atrocious
summer nights

CHARLOTTE PARISH
It?s official. I need to move by next July.I
this state once the filming
begins for the next atrocity of reality television, Wicked Summer. Not only are they
abusing my favorite word, but also they are
ruining all therespect the country has for
cannot remain in

the Bay state.
The success of Jersey Shore is completely
unfathomable to me. For the one episode
I watched forced to do so by my friends
?

who literally(alrightnot literally)tiedme
to a chairand taped my eyes open I went
from remotely entertained to completely
bored and mildly disgusted with the state
of human beings. Yes, there is an entertainment factor in watching these idiotsgo
around making fools of themselves and
thinking, ?At least I?m not that bad!? But
then you pause, and realize thatby watching
the show and the commercials, you are
paying for their idioticlifestyle and passively
supporting the destructionof the world?s
intelligence.
But MTV was not satisfied with just the
destructionof Jersey. Theysent their plague
to Florida, then overseas to Italy, and finally
?

coming to germinate here in Massachusetts.
The casting call reads: ?We?re giving Massa-

chusetts the chance to show the world why
Bay Staters have got the hottest girls and
proudly buff guys who believein God, family, politics, sports, beer, andpartying! You
share a love for muscle cahs, hair products,

and little necks on the frickin half shell
you ready to live togethah,laugh togethah,
drink togethah,and love togethah.?
?

First of all, trying to mimic that Boston
jobposting advertisement is
ridiculous. Secondly, since when is Mass
known for havinga greater propensity for
muscle cars or hair spray? There are very
few Paulie Ds walking around the Esplanade
with hair gel spraying every time they shake
their hair. In fact, Boston is a relatively welldressedand classy city. The Cape even more
so. It is home to some of the most luxurious
homes in the state ? beautiful, water front
properties where extended families come
together and children growup learning to
associate the coming of summer with the
unique beauty of a Cape Cod beach.
However, most of America willnow just
associate those Cape beaches with empty
accents in a

Daniel lee

BY KRYSIA WAZNY
For the Heights

favorite Internetcomedians, Massachusetts, ?What, what, what are you doing?
Look at your life. Look at your choices.? If
the people of the Bay State allowthis show
to happen, slowly the entire Cape will be

real population of the Cape. That one house
where the show is filmed will be the breeding pool for our own infestation. First, the
cast members move in. Then their equally
obnoxiousfans willcome to visit. Pretty
soon, the two sets will meet, and have the
brilliantidea?Hey, why don?t we move here
for good?? It willbe like Contagion, only
worse because this disease is onlykilling
culture and leaving behindshells of once
intelligentfolks.
Maybe I am exaggerating.But the
point is still valid. After all, Massachusetts
certainly has its shareof caricature citizens
who have their five minutes offame from
sheer stupidity.Does, ?Don?t taze me, bro!?
ring a bell? So if these peopleexist, why not
make a show about them?Because I will
move to Canada if they do.
Doron Ofir, pleasestay awayfrom my
state. You may have found the ?talent? of
Jersey Shore and that may be your biggest
claim to fame. However, your casting call
for Wicked Summer only reemphasizes how
little these showsdofor the world.Feel the
same? Want to protect the sanctity of the
Cape? Then join theFacebook group ?Stop
Wicked Summer from coming to Massachusetts.? To be honest,I?m not sure how much
the group can do. Money is a powerful
seller, and if nothing else then Jersey Shore
must be complimented for its economic

profitability. But I have to do something
since Ireally,really don?t want to move
somewhereelse.
Charlotte Parish is the Assistant Arts
& Review editorof The Heights. She
can be reached at arts@bcheights.com

the night with the Carousel Waltz, the Wicked divas made a sultry
entrance onto stage. ?All That Jazz? blaredforth and the night took
a turn for the dramatic that held the audience rapt until the grand

The

beer cans, drunken brawls, and adolescent
dramabetween20-something-year-olds
who are far too old for the level of idiocy
they display. In the words of one of my

taken over by those who think that the
?hottest girls and proudly buff guys? (read:
pouf-wearing girls and juiceheadgorillas)
that the show is searchingfor represent the

premise behind ?Pops on the Heights? is irresistible. Boston College gathers the Boston Pops,
?America?s Orchestra,? and Broadway stars to come
together and produce a spectacle of awesome pro-

finale.
The two ?green witches,? Stephanie J. Blockand Julia Murney, have
played Wicked?s Elphalba on Broadway and in the national touring
company. Not until the end, however, did they grace the audience

portions. In many ways the magic behind this event
is its diversity. A wide range of experience, talent,
are
in this unique performance, and in its 19th
represented
and genre
year, ?Pops on the Heights? did not disappoint.
The evening beganwith the Overture to Babes in Arms and a warm
welcomefrom conductorKeith Lockhart. After further easing into

with the show?s timeless music. The first half of the performance was
characterized by a wide variety of show tunes from musicals like Funny
Girl and Phantom of the Opera, and interspersed with entertaining

See Pops, A9

Comic C.K.
commands
Boston crowd

FILM REVIEW

BY BRENNAN CARLEY
Assoc. Arts

&

Review Editor

OK,

so I?m not sure if I should say
next thing,? comedian Louis
C.K. said sheepishly as theaudience

this

Courtesy

of allmoviephoto.Com

Joseph Gordon-Levitt and Seth Rogan portray the relationship between a cancer patient and his best freind in the film ?5O/50.?

There?s no doubt that ?50/50? succeeds
BY JOE ALLEN
Heights Staff

Making a film about terminalillness
that is both poignant and funny has
seemed a futile task. If Judd Apatow
can?t pull it off, then who can, right?
Apatow protege Seth Rogen puts this
question to rest, serving as a producer
and supporting actor on 50/50, a winning comedy-drama based loosely on
the life of its writer, Will Reiser. Reiser?s
real battle with cancer over the past six
years lends a casual intimacy to 50/50

that previous movies in the same vein
have failed to achieve.
Reiser writes himself as the fictional
Adam, playedby Joseph Gordon-Levitt.
The young Adam lives for stability, surrounded by his goofy friend Kyle (Seth
Rogen), his distant girlfriend Rachel
(Bryce Dallas Howard), and his anxious
mother Diane (Angelica Huston). This
pleasantlybanal life satisfiesAdam until
he is diagnosedwith arare form of cancer
that leaves his survival chances at, well,

Despite

?5O/50?
directed by Jonathan Levine
Featuring

Seth Rogen,
Joseph Gordon-Levitt, Bryce

roared with approval for the Emmynominatedfunnyman. It was the secondof two
sold out showsat Boston?s tightlypacked Wilbur
Theatre, andthe crowd?s excitement levelwas at
a constant highthroughout the man?s rambling
but sharp-two hour long set.
What makes Louis C.K. so interesting is the
man?s utmost devotion to his craft; every so often, he would dive into his
notebook in search of an
idea and, as he showed
the audience, the
book was filled with
scrawled phrases
like ?adult baby?
and ?Mexi-

Dallas Howard, Angelica
Huston, Anna Kendrick,
Serge Houde

can father,?

Produced by Mandate

pleted to

seedlings of
ideas that
he com-

grade A-

See ?5O/50,? A9

What?s Your Number? misses the mark
INSIDE ARTS
the best effortsof
Anna
andChris
THIS

/ heights photos

Backed by the Boston Pops, Broadwayperformers Julia Murney and Stephanie J.Block sang hits from several musicals, including ?Wicked? and ?Funny Girl? among others.

See Louis,

Head and Heart makes a big splash

Faris
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The fall of BC
football has
been a long
time coming

A Season Slipping Away
Demon Deacons hold on late,
hand BC its fourth defeat
BY AUSTIN TEDESCO
For The Heights
On third-and-15, down five points with five minleft deep in Wake Forest territory, the Boston

utes

College defense desperately
needed a stop to get the offense back on the field with

27

Wake Forest

Boston College 19

PAUL SULZER

a chance to win.

I tell my friends thatI?m road tripping to
Clemson for the football game next weekend
and they laugh. I can?t blame them. I?m driving 17 hours to themiddle-of-nowhereSouth
Carolina to essentiallywitness a massacre.
There?s such a negative energysurrounding the program that I?m also beginningto
question why I?m putting myself through that

experience.

Demon Deacons quarterbackTanner Price dropped
back and tossed the ball up to receiver Terence Davis,

who made the most incredible play of the game by
snagging it out of the air 44 yards downfield.
The Deacs madebigplays when they had to in a 2719 win over BC Saturday at Alumni Stadium, while the
Eagles stillhave trouble converting in tight situations

See Football, B4

The seeds for the demise of Boston
College football were sown in January 2009,
when GeneDeFilippo fired headcoach Jeff
Jagodzinski.Whether DeFilippo was right
to can Jagodzinski is debatable, but his decision to hire Frank Spaziani is indefensible.
Spaziani had already been passedover for
Jagodzinskiwhen the position was available
in 2007, following the departure of Tom

O?Brien.
The same reasons for not hiring Spaziani
in 2007 still stood in 2009: hehad no head
coaching experienceand he was on the
wrong side of 60. He hadfaithfully served as
defensivecoordinatorfor 10 years.Loyalty
is certainly a fine attribute in a head coach.
But it should not be the basis upon which a
candidate is chosen. Qualities like charisma,
competence, and experienceare much more

important.
BC is still paying for the mistake of hiring
nick rellas

See BC?s Demise, B4

/

heights staff

BC is seeing a once-promising season slip through itsgraspafter a 27-19 loss to Wake Forest dropped theEagles to 1-4 this season. It doesn?t getany easierfor BC this week against

Late winner sinks Eagles in Raleigh

VOLLEYBALL

NC State scores in the 87th minute to send men?s soccer home 1-2 in the ACC
BY ALEX MANTA
Heights Editor

coach Ed Kelly said the combination of
starting late and the soggyfield affected

able to start this game despite a minor calf
injury that he has been dealingwith.

both teams? play.
With just minutes remaining in Bos?The weather conditions were really
ton College men?s soccer game at NC
bad at the start of the game and when
State Friday, the you?re all ready to play and then the game
2
NC State
Eagles appeared gets delayed, it throws off your focus,?
Boston College 1
set to finish off
Kelly said.
their three game road trip with two wins
Each team managedonly three shots
and a tie.
in the first half, but both teams put one in
But, in the 87th minute, the Wolfpack the net. NC State struck first at 9:26 off a
was able to work the ball through the
BC cornerkick that led to a turnover and
midfieldand get a shot off that gave them a breakaway for Kollie.
?[The first goal]was theresult of a bad
the 2-1 victory.
NC State freshman Zabarle Kollie mistakeon our part,? Kelly said. ?We can?t
have that happen.?
scored the game-winner and the WolfBut BC was able to tie the game up in
pack?s first goal for his first two goals
season.
BC
the
29th minute off a foul that gave the
junior
of the
Kyle Bekker
notched the team?s only goal, his fifth of Eagles a free kick. Bekker lined up the
the season. The No. 13 Eagles fell to 7-3 shot from 30 yards out and was able to
get it past NC State goalkeeperFabian
overall and 1-2 in the ACC.
The start of the game was delayed for Otte.
Bekker, who came off the bench in the
approximately a half hour due to heavy
rainstorms and lightning, and BC head team?s previous game against Brown, was

The secondhalf openedwith the score
tied 1-1 and remained that way for much
of the time. Both teams were able to get
off plenty more shots as they adjusted
to the wet field and slick ball. After the
teams had just three shots each through
the first 45 minutes, BC registered eight
shots in the second half and NC State
totaled nine.

Despite the increased number of
shots, the scoreboard only saw one goal
that came at a very crucial point in the

game.
With less than four minutes remaining
in regular time, NC State advanced the
ball into BC territory and Kollie scored
the game-winner, which was assisted by
Matt Ingram and Chandler Knox.
Kelly was pleased by his team?s fight
in the game but recognized that having

See Men?s Soccer, B5

WOMEN?S SOCCER KEEPS ROLLING
grahaM beck / heights staff

Courtney Castle (left) set a new career high in kills and digs as BC won its secondstraight.

BC breaks through vs. UVa
Eagles record first ACC weekend sweep since 2007
?We didn?t really have the

BY STEVEN PRINCIPI
Heights

Staff

The Boston College volleyball team
used career days from two freshmen
to beat Virginia
Boston College 3
for its second
1
Virginia
straight conference win, 25-18, 22-25, 25-19, 25-20.
Setter Kellie Barnum set a season high

for the Eagles with 50 assists and outside
hitter Courtney Castle had a career high
in bothkills and digs for her third career
double-double to lead the Eagles (6-10,
2-3 ACC) past the Cavaliers (6-9, 0-5).
The Eagles also relied on major contributions from Krystle Higgins and
Mellissa McTighe to record their first
ACC weekend sweep since November
2007. Head coach Chris Campbell was

quick to praise the performance of his
players for the win, which helped BC
move past Virginia Tech in the ACC
standings.

start we

wanted,? he said, ?but some of our players
really showed up to play. Krystle in the
middle just did a great job and Kellie did
a great jobfeeding everyone. Both of our
lefts, Courtney and Tsvetelina [Dureva]
struggled a littlebit in the beginning, but
as the match went on theyreally started
to get better. That?s what we reallyask of
our players: get stronger as the gamegoes
on. Overall I?m pretty happy. I thought
we got a balanced contribution from
everybody. That?s the only way you can

succeed in this conference.?
BC jumped out to an early lead by
taking the first set decisively, 25-18. The
Eagles dominatedfor most of the opening set, leading Virginia the entire way
through.
The Cavaliers bounced back quickly,
however, taking the second set 25-22 after building up a big lead and holding off

alex trautwig / heights editOr

Kristie Mewis set up two BC goalsin her final gamebeforenational team camp this week, as the Eaglesbeat Clemson, 4-0. For more, see 85.

See Volleyball, B2
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Higgins helps BC put Hokies away in straight sets Eagles cap
off ACC
home sweep

BY GREG JOYCE
Assoc. SportsEditor

For the first time this season, theBoston
College volleyballteam enjoyed a well-deserved ACC win
Boston College 3
Thursdaynight in
0
Virginia Tech
Power Gym. The
Eaglesswept Virginia Tech 3-0 in straight
sets: 27-25, 25-18, and 25-18.

Volleyball, from B1
a late run by the Eagles. The teams then
returned to the locker rooms for a quick
intermission. The break proved crucial
for the Eagles, who came out looking like
an entirely new squad.
?We talkedabout a coupleof blocking
situations that we thought we could do
better on during the break,? Campbell
said. ?We felt like if we could recognize
certain situations before they happened

The victory was the first in the ACC for
BC since their final conference match-up
last season, as Krystle Higgins and Tsvetelina Dureva provided the power for the

Eagleson the night.
Higgins slammedthe dooron theHokies in thethird set, coming up with seven of
thelast 10 points(five kills and two blocks),
for BC to secure the sweep.
?Krystle?s been working really hard,?
head coach Chris Campbell said. ?One of
the things we ask our players is to try to get
two percent betterevery day. Just make the
little change every day. On any given day,
thatdoesn?t amount to much, but you add
it up together and it?s quite significant.
Krystle?s been doing that. She?s beenworking hard on her blocking, and she?s been
working hard offensively in transition. It
came togethertonight.?
While Higgins? power was on display
theentire nightbetween her nine kills and
four blocks, the final kill came on a soft tip
over the net, completely fooling the Virginia Tech defense and ending the game.
Dureva had five of her team-high 12
kills during the second set, leading the
Eaglesto the 25-18 advantage.
Campbell credited BC?s back line for
putting its hitters in a position to record
their45 kills in the game.
?The back row was defending and passing well enough to give [Higgins] those
opportunities,? Campbell said.
The story of the first set was the Eagles
getting ahead before withstanding a late
surge by the Hokies to take the opener.
Two straight kills from Kellie Barum put
BC ahead 17-13, forcing Virginia Tech to
call a timeout, trying to slow the pace of
the game.
After the timeout, the Hokies went on
take the lead at 23-21. But
kills by Higgins and Dureva, combined
with a Virginia Tech net violation, gave the
Eagles the lead again, 24-23. The two teams

and execute a little better, we?d be able
to

?The girls did a great job.Theypicked
some of the things up almost perfectly
so even if we weren?t stopping some
of what Virginia was doing we were at
least slowing them down, which really
allowed us to attack a bit more as the
game went on.?
The Eagles did indeed slow down the
Cavaliers? attack after the break. The
third set was a hard-fought and close

?The girls put a lot of hard
work in; they?ve been practicing
hard and putting some extra
time in and it?s nice to see that
start to pay off.?
Chris Campbell,
Head Coach
-

affair, but BC was able to pull away with
several runs of three and four points to

a 10-4 run to

exchangedpoints until akill from Courtney
Castle and another net violation made it
27-25 BC for the set win.
?One of the things that we?ve struggled
with this season is giving up long streaks,?
Campbell said. ?And part of it is just self
confidence:the abilityto bounceback from
making mistakes. We tend to compound
our mistakes and they get bigger and bigger and pressure starts to build. But it?s
something we?ve talked about as a group,
andit?s somethingwe?ve consciously been
trying to work on.

slow down some of the things that

Virginia was doing well.

grahaM Beck / heights staff

(Left to right) Tsvetelina Dureva, Krystle Higgins, Mollie Kolosky, and Kellie Barnum all had big contributions in BC?s ACC home sweep.

?I think the players really responded
?It?s a combination of Krystle?s hard
exceptionally well tonight both to feeling work and the rest of the team executing
that pressure, but then being able to push what they need to to allowKrystle to perthrough and execute when we needed to form,? Campbell said. ?It certainlyshowed
stop that run.?
tonight.?
Barnum racked up 34 assists, while
The win over Virginia Tech was BC?s
first since 2007, and the team recorded Castle finished with eight kills and nine
its highest hitting percentage of the year, digs.
.279.
?We can go throughperiodsof time and
as a staff, we tell players that they?re doing
Higgins finished with a hitting percentage of .533, which was a career-high for the right things and working on the right
the junior.
things and they?re getting better,? Camp-

bell said. ?But

at some point, you need the
encouragement of seeing the success on

the floor. Up to this point in the season,
we?ve seen little steps here and there, just

enough of them together at the same
time. And so we had always come up a bit
short thus far in conference [until now].
Tonight, everybody contributed. I don?t
think anybody had a monster game, but
not

everybodyplayed well. When we function
like that,we?re going to be competitive with
a lot of teams.? n

win 25-19 and take a 2-1 lead. The Eagles
gave themselves an earlyadvantagewhen
they jumpedout to a 6-2 lead and coasted
the rest of the way for the victory.
The win gave BC a weekend sweep of
ACC rivals Virginia and Virginia Tech,
their first such sweep in four years,
leaving Campbell feeling good about

his team.
?This is

our first home sweep in a
while, so it feels good,? he said. ?The girls
put a lot of hard work in. They?ve been
practicing hard and putting some extra
time in and it?s nice to see that start to pay

off. Of course now we have to go on the
road and the ACC is not an easy conference to win in on the road.We?ve got two
tough games coming up against Clemson
and Georgia Tech so now that we?ve got a
littlebit of success, we need to learn how
to win in a hostile environment.? n

?Reactive? field hockey team falls behind early, can?t overcome deficit
BY MATT BELNAP
For The Heights

The Eagles made a quick attempt to
penalty corners of
their own, but were unable to knot up
the score.
?Unfortunately, I think we probably

counter, earning two

Coming off a three-game road trip,
the Boston College field hockey team
was looking to
Duke
4
Boston College 2
on a Duke squad

unleash some

home cooking
thathadn?t won a game

since Sept. 11.

That wasn?t howthe game played out
for the No. 8 Eagles, who came out flat,
gave up two early goals, and eventually
bowed to the No. 9 Blue Devils 4-2 on
Friday in Newton.
?We were reactive instead of proactive today,? head coach Ainslee Lamb
said. ?Something wouldhappenand then
we would react well to it, but against a
good team, being reactive, you?re going
to get eaten alive because they?ll just
knock the ball around you.?
Some of thatpassiveness was evident
early on as Duke seemed to control the
tempo in the early minutes of the game,
unleashing a series of runs on the BC
defense. The Blue Devils broke through
in the eighth minute of play when Mary
Nielsen?s shotoff a penaltycorner floated
over the head of BC goalieNicole Barry
to put the Eagles in an early hole.

could have tied it up on one of those
corners,? Lamb said. ?It could have been
1-1 really easily.?
The BlueDevils didn?t wait long after
the BC counter to add to their lead.Only
eight minutes after its first tally, Duke
struck again, once more on a penalty
corner. A shot at the side of the goal by
Emmy Le Marchand deflected off the
stick of Devon Gagliardi to double the
Blue Devils? advantage.
The Eagles had a great chance to cut
into the Duke lead in the 24th minute
when a pass from Catherine O?Brien
sprung Jacqui Moorfield into the open
field in front of the Duke net. However,

Duke goalie Samantha Nelson left her
circle just in time to poke the ball away
and preserve her team?s lead.
Nelson?s thwarting of BC shots was
a common theme in the match, as she
made diving saves on Chapin Duke in

the 42nd minute and Carla Tamer in
the 66th.
?Their goalie played outstandingly,?
Lamb said. ?We put 15 shots on her and

ACC Men?s Soccer Standings

she only let two in.?
After a Duke goal early in thesecond
half stretched the lead to 3-0, the Eagles
finally struck back in the 54th minute
when Courtney Tavener punched in a
rebound to get the Eagles on the scoreboard. Tavener was one of the bright
spots for the Eagles on Friday, notching
a goal and an assist.
?Courtney has been a consistent
impact player for us,? Lamb said. ?It?s
excting to see her playingas wellas she is
right now. She?s gottento this point with
hard work. It?s nice to see that her hard
work is paying dividends for her.?
Duke scored again in the 61st minute,
putting BC in a 4-1 hole, where it would
remain until Maikede Jager lifted a shot
over Nelson?s head with four seconds
left on the clock. The goal, while pretty,
was too little too late for the Eagles,
who fell to 7-4 on the season, and 1-2

in the ACC.

The loss puts the Eagles in a tough
according to Lamb, sending her

spot

team back to square one.

?We?re in a must-win situation now,
have to win out probably,? Lamb
said. ?First things first: we?ve got to get
ready to beat Providence on Monday
night.? n
we

aLeX traUtWig / heights eDitOr

Courtney Tavenerrecorded a goal and an assist in the loss, drawingpraise from her coach.

Numbers to Know

SPORT in SPORT
Maryland
North Carolina
Duke
Virginia
Wake Forest
Boston College
NC State
Clemson
Virginia Tech

Conference

Overall

3-0-0
2-1-1
2-1-1
2-1-0
2-2-0
1-2-0
1-2-0
1-3-0
1-3-0

10-0-1
8-1-1
5-4-1
6-4-0
4-4-1
7-3-0
4-4-2
3-5-0

3,735

Career rushing yards for Montel Harris
while at Boston College, making him

the school?s all-time leading rusher.

50
Assists by freshman Kellie Barnum
in the volleyball team?s 3-1 win over
Virginia on Sunday.

3
Straight in-conference road wins for
the women?s soccer team, the first time
it has done so since joining the ACC.

Quote of the Week

?This is a whole different team with a whole

different mindset and
a lot of different things
surround them.?
Head coach Frank Spaziani
on the difference between the
2010 and 2011 teams
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Football Notebook: Harris breaks school rushing record
BY DAN HARTEL
For The Heights
Despite a disappointing 27-19 loss to conference foe Wake Forest, the 38,265 fans who made it
to Alumni Stadium this Saturday witnessed Boston

ACC ROUNDUP

Virginia survives
late Idaho rally
BY TIM JABLONSKI
Heights Staff

Collegefootball history.
With a 26-yard run on the first driveof the fourth
quarter, senior running back Montel Harris set BC?s
all time rushing record. Harris entered the game
needing 99 yards to move past Derrick Knight?s mark
of 3,725 career rushing yards, set in 2003.
In just his second game back from preseason arthroscopic knee surgery, Harris scampered for 108
yards on 22 carries, a significantimprovement in both
performance and overallworkloadfrom the nine carries and 27 yards he had against UMass just a week
prior. Even though Harris lost a costly fumble in the
third quarter, he was easily the most importantplayer
for the Eagles on the offensive side of the ball.
Despite the somber mood surrounding the postgame press conference, there was no shortage of
praise for the star running back.
?I love Montel, and he?s deserving of every individual accolade that he gets,? head coach Frank
Spaziani said. ?Certainly I?m very happy for him. I
know he?s worked hard to get it, hopefully he can

Virginia needed overtime to take down underdog
Idaho on Saturdayafternoon in Charlottesville, holding
off the Vandals, 21-20.
The Cavaliers were lookinggood after the opening
quarter, as running back Perry Jones both ran for and
caught a touchdown.
After the Vandals got a pair of field goals from
kicker Trey Farquhar in the second, neither team
scored again until Idaho receiver Daniel Micheletti
scooped up a blocked punt and ran it in from four
yards out to bring his team within two with just over
three minutes remaining in the game.
Brian Reader completed a pass to Marsel Posleyon
the two point conversion to tie the game and eventually force overtime.

Dominique Terrellhelped the Cavaliersstrike first
in the extra period, hauling in a David Watford pass
for a 27-yard touchdown. The Vandals matched that
scoreas Reader threw a 23-yard TD to Armauni John-

son. Idaho head coach Robb Akey then elected to go
for two and the win, but Reader?s pass on the ensuing
two-point conversion fell incomplete.

get some more.?
?That?s a greataccomplishment for Montel,? junior

linebacker Luke Kuechly said. ?He came back from
injury, played a little bit last week, and then set the
record. This week is a big dealfor Montel, and you

No. 13 Clemson 23, No. 11 Virginia Tech 3

Clemson establisheditself as thedefinitive team to
beat in the ACC Atlantic,pounding Virginia Tech 23-3
on Saturday in Blacksburg. The Hokies failed to scorea

know we all appreciate what he?s donefor this team
and the program.?
?No. 1, congrats to him,? sophomorequarterback
Chase Retting said. ?I think everyone?s been waiting
for him to come back and have a game like this. He
did a great job of running the football today and creating that intensity that we need to carry throughout

touchdown at home for the first time since 1995, totaling just 258 yards against a sturdy Clemson defense.
Tiger quarterback Tajh Boyd went 13-32 for a
touchdownwhile running backs Andre Ellington and

the week.?

Mike Bellamy each rushed for a score of their own.
Not that the Tigers needed much offense Tech
struggled to move the ball all day, going inside the
Clemson 30-yard line once. VT running back David
Wilson had 123 yards on 20carries, hisfourth 100-yard
gameof the season, but was heldwithout a touchdown
?

Defensive shortcomings
The Eagles had littleenergy defensively to open
the game. Mistakes, lackadaisical coverage, and, at
times, downright lethargy characterized the Eagles
D in the first half of Saturday?s contest.
This was evidentin the very first series of the game,
in which the Demon Deacons mounteda 10-play,74yard drive in just 4:05, culminating in a Josh Harris
rushing touchdown.
Faced with almost no pressure, Wake Forest quarterback Tanner Price had his way with the Eagles secondary, going 12-15 in the first half for 142 yards.
Despite a more concerted effort on defense in
the second half, the Eagles were unable to hold the
Wake Forest offense in check. With a chance to get a
stop deep in Wake Forest territory late in the fourth
quarter, BC allowed a pivotal44-yard completion on

third-and-15.
?It?s symptomatic of exactly what?s ailing usright
now,? Spaziani said. ?Their kid made a nice catch, but
we?ve got to be better than that.?

nick rellas

Amidon?s big day
One of the few bright spots on offense for the
Eagles was the strong play of sophomore wide receiver AlexAmidon. Amidon caught five balls and
?

was consistently targeted throughout the day
en
route to 37 yards and the Eagles? only touchdown
?

of the game.
Amidon?s speed was also utilized in two endaround rushingplays, whichnetted him 31 total yards
on the ground.
Prior to the game, Amidon had only caught six
balls and had not attempted a rush this season.
Even though the aerial attack made only modest
contributions to BC?s overall offensive scheme, the
Eagles and sophomore quarterback Chase Retting

Point/Counterpoint:

Heights Editor
Eversince Boston Collegeleft thefizzlingBig East in
2005 for the ACC, whetheror not thedecision to switch

conferences was the correct choice for the Eagles has
been a point of debate in which a winning argument
has yet to clearly emerge.
Certainly, the success of BC athletics in its new
conference is worthy of praise. The football squad is
among thebiggest winners in theAtlanticDivision since
the merger. Also, men?s and women?s soccer have not
only held groundagainst the stiffest competition in the
NCAA, but have actually madesignificant postseason
tournament runs as well. The listof respectableEagles

the ACC era goes on and on.
PurelyanalyzingBC?s move from winning percentage alone, though,is a biased and misleading assumption. Leaving theBig East might have benefited several
sporting programs,as well as given theschool a muchneededannual revenue boost, but we must not forget
that which giveth may also taketh away.
First, the Eagles have been missing a pure rival in
football since leaving the Big East. Boston University
suffices for hockey, sure, but that?s the Hockey East.
Saying that Notre Dame is a heatedgamefor bothsides
teams in

heights staff

Regardless of season, for other smaller programs,
having two opponents within busing distance is a
major plus that allows rest and scheduling flexibility
for the Eagles.
Lastly, whilethisdecisionseemedto bepurely based
on gridirongames,havingthe Orangeandthe Panthers
in the ACC for what they can do on the court every
winter will be incrediblyexciting.
The Big East andACC have traditionallyflexedtheir
muscles as the two best basketball conferences in the
nation. With two of the most consistent performers in
Syracuse and Pitt switching sides, the ACC nowhas the
tools in place to become a truly legendary basketball
association.

Though at first that might provide the Eagles with
the tough task of beating suchprograms,being able to
tell recruits that BC plays thesestoried programs each
and every year will draw numerous names to Chestnut
Hill for a few years in the hopesof beating the best the

NCAA has to offer.
Though Syracuse and Pitt are not thebest football
programs in the country, the benefits they add for BC
are immense. They will be instrumental in making
our University one of the best, and most entertaining,
athletic departments in the ACC for a long time to
come. n

able to spread the ball around. Five different
caught passes in the game.
?Somebody could catch 20 balls in a game, and everyonecould catch a couple,? Rettig said. ?We spread it
around a littlebit today, but like I said, as many times
as we can get completions, get the ball in ourreceivers?
hands, it?s going to be good for our team.?
were

receivers

Extra points

Linebacker Luke Kuechly recorded 14 tackles,
extendinghis double-digit tacklesstreak to 27 consecutive games.
Sophomorekicker Nate Freese was a perfect fourof-four on the

day, including a career long 52-yard

field goal.

No. 21 Georgia Tech 45, North Carolina State 35
On the Coastal side of the conference, the ACC?s
only other unbeaten team maintainedits perfect record, as Georgia Tech held off NC State, 45-35.
Yellow Jackets running back Orwin Smith rushed
for threetouchdowns, two in the first quarter, helping
Tech maintain a 21-14 leadthrough threequarters.
Then, immediatelyafterSmithscored his third TD
in the opening minutes of the fourth quarter, Yellow
Jackets cornerback Isaiah Johnson returned a Mike
Glennon pass 34 yards for a touchdown.
Tech quarterback Tevin Washington threw a 38yard TD pass to Roddy Jones less than two minutes
laterfor the team?s third score in less than 150 seconds
to put the game completely out ofreach. n

Hoops and recruiting hurt by realignment
BY MATT ULRICH
For The Heights
The wave of conference realignment in the
NCAA has finally hit Boston College and it may
not be for the best. On Sept. 18, the University
of Pittsburgh and Syracuse University moved
from the Big East to the ACC, with obvious
ramifications for the Eagles when the Panthers
and Orange enter conference play after their
27-month farewell tour in the Big East. As good
as it sounds to be following in the footsteps of
other prestigious conferences such as the newly
realigned SEC and Pac-12, expansionof the ACC
does nothing to help BC.
For football, the ACC adds two mediocre
teams, which may prove to be competitiveforBC
but does nothing to improve the prestige of the
conference. The truth is that thePitt Panthersand
Syracuse Orange have minimal history in football
and the BC footballprogram, though struggling
right now, arguably holds a higher standing in
people?s minds due to its recent success.
Basketball is the opposite: adding a program
like Syracuse is a great addition to the likes of
UNC and Duke in terms of prestige and his-

involved is an overstatement. Everyone in maroon and
goldhates the snobs in South Bend. The Fighting Irish?s
football schedule is full of rivals with a much longer
history of hatred than the Holy War, though. Not to
mention, Notre Dame is in a league of its own as an
independent program in Division IFBS.
As far as ACCprograms go, BC has no sister school
with which it can contend. The last six times theEagles
football team has played Wake Forest the final score

has been within eight points, and yet the number of
Superfans present this past Saturday was pathetic, for
example.

Adding Syracuse and Pitt, two football programs
with similar historical success to BC, will draw more
fans consistently to Alumni Stadium. The Orange
already had plans in place to play the Eagles starting in
2014 all the way through 2021. Therefore, making this
game a yearlyrivalry is no issue whatsoever.
For those Superfans who currently RV all the way
out to middle-of-nowhereIndiana: While upstate New
York might not be as hallowed as South Bend, the Carrier Dome is still an electrifyingplace to seea road game,
not to mention much closer.
Which brings me to my second important point.
The benefits for theEagles of havingSyracuse and Pitt
in the ACC don?t juststop at football. For some spring
sports, having schools in the Northeast region will
provide better competition.
Other universities in the conference have warmer
springs and are, on average, more prepared for each
upcoming season. Syracuse and Pitt provideequitable
opponents for the Eagles in terms of offseason conditions, and might enable thoseprograms to finally see
some consistent success.

for just the second time this season.

Does ACC expansion benefit Boston College?

Return of old rivals should renew interest
BY DJ ADAMS

/

Montel Harris ran for 108 yards on Saturday to break Derrick Knight?s eight-year old school career rushing record.

tory. However, both Pitt and Syracuse are top
programs right now, and BC is coming off a
mediocre year. Last year, the Eagles finished
9-7 in the ACC and failed to make the NCAA
tournament for the third time in the last four
years. It willbe extremelyhard for the Eagles to
win a game against either of these teams when
they join, which could cause them to struggle
mightily in ACC play.

Another area where ACC expansion will
hurt the Eagles is recruiting. Recruits will be
much more drawn to Pittsburgh and Syracuse,
as the ACC will now be a much more prestigious
conference thantheBig East. Basketballrecruits
will see the prospects of playing the likes of the
UNC Tarheels and the Duke Blue Devils, two of
the biggest programs in the nation. For football,
the University of Miami and Florida State are

much more prominent programsthan anything
the Big East has to offer. As a result, BC will certainly lose recruits to these schools, which will
not help transitioning the footballand basketball
programs to the powerhouses that they have
been in the past.
In terms of other sports, Pitt and Syracuse
both struggle in men?s soccer, which will do little
to help the Eagles prepare for NCAA tournament play. The same goes for women?s soccer,
where Pitt and Syracuse are currentlyperforming
poorly and will addlittle competition to prepare
the Eagles for a deep NCAA tournament run.
Pittsburgh also has an extremely reputable volleyballprogram, which will not help the Eagles,
who are already struggling as it is.
Above all else, ACC expansion makes the
conference less stable.Before Pitt and Syracuse
joined, the ACC was the only conference who
had not joined in on the country-wide conference realignmentfiasco. Now we?re at the center
of it. The president of Syracuse University said,
?Overall, for Syracuse, this opportunity provides
long-term conference stability in what is an uncertain, evolving, and rapidly shifting national
landscape.? This is certainly false. Now that the
ACC is part of realignment, it would not be surprising if BC was playing in another conference
10 yearsfrom now.
Overall, conference realignment is a major
problem for BC. It adds instabilityto whatwas a
stableconference, will cause theEagles basketball
team to

alex trautwig / heights editOr

struggle, adds little reputation to the

ACC in football, and will cause a loss of recruits
to BC. Unfortunately, there is nothing BC can
do to fix this situation, and the ACC may expand
further from 14 to 16 teams, which wouldonly be
desirableif Notre Dame joinedthe conference.
Conference realignment is a major blow to BC
athletics. The administration must try its best to
improve its programs before Pitt and Syracuse
officially enter ACC play in a couple years. n
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Fletcher teaches teammates lessons learned in huddle, Lynch School
BY CHRIS MARINO
Asst. Sports Editor

The saying, ?Those who can?t do, teach,?
is sometimes used to describehow people
with so much apparentknowledge andskill
remain in the classroom. Fortunately, the
Boston College football team has the best
of both worlds in senior captain Donnie
Fletcher.
Since his arrival on campus in 2008,
the field corner has been a reliable force in
the defensive backfield. Fletcher made an
instant impact for the Eagles by playing in
14 games and starting four as a true freshman. He was third on the team with three
interceptions during a season in which BC
led the nation with 26 interceptions.
He continued to excel in his sophomore
campaign, appearing in all 13 gamesand
finishing with 51 total tackles (35 solo).
Both numbers were good for third on the
roster.

Last season, Fletcher became an even
more essential piece to a strong Eagles defense. He startedall 13 gamesand finished
the year with 58 total stops (43 solo). The
junioralso becamea more recognizedfigure
nationally,as hisfive interceptionswere tied
for 11th in the country.
This season, however,Fletcher has been
limited with a back injury for the early part
of the season. He, along with several of his
fellow seniors, was unableto take the field,
leaving many on-fieldduties to underclassmen.

?lt?s kind of rough not having some of
us seniors out there and not having that
leadership out there,? he said. ?But it?s been

on thefootball field.?

younger guys to

Outside the classroom, Fletcher?s football pedigree has been strong since his Pop
Warner days. As a player from the football

step up. Guys like Luke [Kuechly] andKevin
Pierre-Louis have been stepping up big on

hotbed of Glenville, Ohio, the corner was
surrounded by a number of Division I and

the defensive side of the ball. There

NFL-bound players. The team, most known
for former college stars and current pro
players Troy Smith,Donte Whitner, and Ted
Ginn, Jr., became a powerhouseand gained
national recognition.
?Going to Glenville has prepared me
a lot, especially on the football field, just
because everyday you were going up against
guys who were Division I athletes,? the

an opportunity for some

are a

couple of guys on the offensive side like
Colin [Larmond, Jr.] stepping up into those
leadershiproles. It?s just kind of tough not
seeing those usual faces out there making

plays.?
Despite his inability to play in the games,
the captain?s impact was still felt on the
sidelines. Since this year?s secondary is filled
by many underclassmen, many lessons had

corner said.

to belearned on thefly. Fletcherworkedhis

Under the leadershipof head coach Ted

hardest to alleviatethese struggles.
?It?s all working out pretty well,? he
said of his leadership role on defense. ?I
try to help those guys out as much as possible, especiallywith me out those first few
games, I just tried to be an extra coach

Ginn, Sr., Fletcher helped lead Glenville to
a record of 11-3. He recorded 105 tackles,
five interceptions, 12 pass deflections, two
forcedfumbles and two fumble recoveries.
He was honored as an AP All-Ohio second

on the sidelines. I was just trying to teach
them different things and how to approach

the game.?
As a student in the Lynch School of
Education, the senior feels his skill set from
the classroomhas had a positiveimpact on
his role as captain and field generalfor the
secondary.
?I take a lot of site classes and stuff like
that in the Lynch School,? he said. ?That?s
what I want to do in life. Be a teacher. It?s
good to havethe opportunity to use some of
my skills that I?ve learned in class out there

heights file
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Tackling technique is key for cornerbacks like Fletcher, who play off receivers in BC?s scheme.

teamer for

his efforts.
history of playing with successful
players, under the leadership of Ginn, Sr.,
helpedshapeFletcher?s character. Although
his early season injury set him back from
physicallybeing on the field, the senior was
able to influence hisyoung teammates and
use his past experienceto help them learn
the system.
?Coach Ginn hasbeen a great mentor for
me before I got to college and since I?ve been
in college,? Fletcher said. ?He?s just taught
me to stay focused and to keep working hard
and to keep my nose straight.?
Fletcher?s understanding of the game,
alongwith his physical tools, has madehim
an earlycandidatefor the NFL after hislast
collegiate season. While his dedication is
solely to the Eagles at this point, the corner
expressedhis gratitude at seeing theresults
of his hard work.
?It?s very exciting for me just to know
His

that some of the hard work is paying off
and is starting to get noticed by guys since
my freshmanand sophomore year,? hesaid
of his draft prospects. ?I?m getting a little
bit more exposure, so it?s real exciting. But
right now my focus is on the season. After
the season I?ll look at it a littlemore.?
In terms of which professional players

man and he was playing at Ohio State. I?ve
really tried to model my game after those
three guys. We allhave the same frame, being big corners and being cover guys.?
While this season startedoff slowly for

Fletcher has tried to follow with his style
of play, the Eaglehas looked to the best for

him, Fletcher knows what it?ll take for his
teammates and him to overcome their 1-4

inspiration.

start.

?Charles Woodson,? he said. ?That?s one
my
of
favorite players. I feel like we?re built
the same, structure-wise. So I just try to
modelmyself after him. I also like Nnamdi
Asomugha.He?s been a great player that I?ve
followed as well. I also followed Malcolm
Jenkins. I likedhim a lotwhen I was a fresh-

?I feel like we just have to continue
doing what we?ve been doing in practice
and just continue to work hard,? he said.
?On defense, we?ve just got to make plays.
We?ve got to create turnovers. If we don?t
create turnovers on defense, we won?t have a
greatchanceof winning games.That?s what

alex
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Fletcher has overcome a back injury to return to thefield and lead BC?s depleted secondary.

we?ve donein the past. We werereally good
and stopping drives,
that?s really what we have to do on the
defensiveside.?
The captain has clearly learned a lot
from his times on the gridiron. He?s acted
as a leader,teacher, and mentor to his young
teammates on a squad that has struggled. To
this point, his faith in the programhasn?t
wavered, and he stands firm in his belief
that the team can succeed.
?I feel like we?re getting on the right
track,? he side. ?We?re just trying to stay
focused and win games.?
Sounds like a good example to follow. n
at creating turnovers

so

Season slipping away from BC after loss
Football, from B1
and making key offensive adjustments as
they fall to 1-4.
?Once again we?re close, but we?re far
away,? head coach Frank Spaziani said.
?Until we can close thatgap and get everybody to be a product of the whole system,
we?ll struggle.?
Quarterback Chase Rettig triedto make
that same big throw to deep threat Colin
Larmond, Jr. several times on Saturday,but
the pair couldn?t find any rhythm, and nei-

50-50 balls. Slot receiver Bobby Swigert
had nine receptions, but only registered
38 yards. Rettig completed 23 passes for
less than 200 yards. He needed 47 attempts

do so, too.
?I think we have thepieces to be good,?
said linebacker LukeKuechly, who had 14
tackles. ?I don?t think it?s things missing.
We just aren?t taking that step forward
that we need to.?
Kuechly is right. BC has had enough
talent to beat Northwestern, Duke, and
Wake Forest. Poor decision making, espether could the BC offenseas a whole. After cially on offense, has hindered the team?s
freshman corner Al Louis-Jean intercepted progress.
a tipped pass from Price in the third with
BC is scoreless in the third quarter
BC down 24-9, Rettig underthrew a deep besides the UMass blowout, showing a
lack of halftime adjustmentsby thecoachball to Larmond that Wake picked off.
ing staff.
?We had penalties, we had missed assignments, little things people don?t even
Plays in the BC offense appear to hapnotice,? sophomore wide receiver Alex pen in a vacuum with noregard for setting
Amidon said. ?They add up.?
up later plays. Whenrunning back Montel
The offenseshowedflashesof effective, Harris breaks a run up the middle, it isn?t
balanced play, but most drives eventually used to set up a play action on the outside.
stalled, ending with either a punt or a field When a screen out to Swigert is effective,
goalfrom Nate Freese, who was 4-4 on the BC goes right back to it when the defenseis
day and kept BC in the game.
ready rather than building off the play.
Besides one tough grab from Amidon,
No tight ends for the Eagles had a rethe BC receivers dropped plenty ofother ception until the final drive against Wake,
to

and the middle of the field was rarely a
target for the passing game.
On that final drive, BC faced a fourthand-four, down eight points in Wake territory with enough time left to score. The
Eagles still had a chance to send the game
to overtime.

?I think they knew what play we were
going to run,? Rettig said. ?It?s an option
route kind of with our slot receiver Bobby
[Swigert]. We lined up, ran the play, and
they did something to stop it with an outside guy on the inside.On the backsideof
that play there?s nothingreally coming at
you so I made sure if I didn?t like the look
to tuck it and try to get four yards.?
Rettig ended up one yard short of the
first. On fourth down, with the gameon the
line, BC ran a play where the only option
was the receiver that Rettig had targeted
most all game. The Demon Deacons were
smart enough to take away that option,
and they did.
The Eagles have enough weapons to
convert big plays when necessary. They
haveskilled enoughoffensive players to put
up more than the 15 points per game they
average against Division 1 teams.
They just lack the cohesion to do so. n

cOurtesy Of

A squirrelrunning on Alumni Stadium drewthe loudest cheers of the season from Eagles fans.

Roots of demise lie in
BC?s Demise, from B1
an unqualified head coach. The Eagles are
one of four BCS conference teams without
a win over a Division 1 team. They might be

touchdown-plus underdogs against all but
of theirremaining opponents (Maryland
and NC State). Their current recruiting class
two

ranks outsidethe top 50, according to Rivals.
If the cupboard was bare before, it?s about
to becomebarren.

The BC fanbase has been understandably lifeless throughout Spaziani?s tenure.

It?s tough to get excitedfor a team when
the same mistakes happen week after week.

Blown assignments on the offensiveline
remain unaddressed. Opponents routinely
grabeight yards on first downs because the

Eagles play 10yards off receivers. BC knew
quarterbacks like Duke?s Sean Renfree and
Wake Forest?s Tanner Price wouldexploit
this weakness. The coaching staff did nothing about it.
When a squirrel scamperedinto the
end zone twice on Saturday afternoon, the

AlumniStadium crowdroared louderthan

nick rellas

/ heights staff

Chase Rettig threw47 passes intrying to lead BC back against Wake Forest, but the Demon Deacons held him to 23 completionsin an eight-point loss.

esPn

it has for the team at any point this season.
That shouldtell you all you need to know
about how enthusiasticallypeoplesupport
the current regime.
Think about the future damage the program is incurring with the team?s poor play
lately.Current students lack a signature moment to remember when they?ll be reminiscing about thefootball team one day.They?ll
recall the frustration they felt as BC failed
to adaptin the competitive collegefootball

landscape. Donations to the Flynn Fund will

dry upbecause alumni will feel less of a tie
theirschool. With less cash available, the
program will begin to fade into obscurity.
DeFilippo has saidthat peopleexpect
BC to beHarvard Monday through Friday
to

and Alabama Saturday.But the Eagles are
well on their way to becoming HarvardLite.
Having a competitive football program is a

huge drawwhen prospective students decide
where to apply each fall. Watching Matt
Ryan lead an 11-win team in 2007 didn?t
determinewhetherI appliedto BC. It did
reaffirm my decision, though. Today?s high
school seniors can choose Northwestern,
Duke, or Wake Forest if they want an elite
private schooleducation and an up-andcoming football program.
The administration needs to inject some
life into the program.This is similar to the
problem the Eagles had with O?Brien before

heleft for NC State. Things have gotten very
stale. In O?Brien?s case, the team had plateaued at 8-5, yearafter year. Under Spaziani,
BC is sinking to a previouslyunthinkable
low.
Bring in a coach who will inspire confidence in his players.
Bring in a coach who will challengeopponents byadding creative wrinkles to his

arsenaleach week.
Bring in a coach who will give people a
reason to cheer for BC again.

Paul Sulzer is the Sports Editor for The
Heights. He can be reached at sports@
bcheights.com.
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NC State steals late win
with goal in 87th minute
captains and an important part of this

Men?s Soccer, from B1
any small mistakes can end up costing
the team a big game.
?We?ve just got to stay focused and
play our game,? Kelly said. ?We knew
they were going to be fired up, and
so were we, but we can?t have mental
lapses.?
The team was glad to have one of
its captains, Chris Ager, back after he
had to sit out the last game due to a
knee injury.
The Eagles are still without another
one of their other captains Conor
Fitzpatrick.
?We really need to get Fitzpatrick
back,? Kelly said. ?He?s one of our
?

Alex trAutwig / HeigHtS eDitOr

Freshman Rachel Davitt scored her second career goal for the Eagles in the 61st minute of the match againstClemson on Sunday afternoon.

team.?
Wake Forest comes to Newton on
Friday to face off against the Eagles,
who have a full week off.
After suffering such a tough late
game loss in their previous match,
Kelly has stressed to his players that
they must remain focused and mentally
tough for the full 90 minutes if BC
hopes to even its conference record
this weekend.
All three of the Eagles? losses this
season havebeen second half collapses,
an issue thatKelly has mentioned in the
past. If the team intends on making a
push in the post season, it will need to
overcomeits late-game struggles. n

Women?s soccer moves to top of the ACC
BY KIM SCHROER
For The Heights
After two straight overtime victories last weekend, the Boston College
women?s socBoston College 4
cer team was
Clemson
hoping for a
littleless dramaheading into Sunday?s
game at Clemson. The Eagles removed
any doubt early,cruising to a 4-0 victory that puts them in first place in
the ACC and keeps them undefeated
at 9-0-2.
The Eaglespounced on the Tigers

early, as senior StephanieWirth scored
her first goal of the season in the 37th
minute off a corner kick from junior
Kristen Mewis. SophomoreZoeLombard alsoreceived creditfor the assist.
Freshman Stephanie McCaffrey followed with a goalright before the end
of the first half, beating the keeper on
a one-on-one, justeight minutes after
Wirth?s goal, to put the Tigers away.
In the second half, freshman Rachel
Davitt scoredfor theEagles in the 61st
minute, off an assist from Victoria
DiMartino. Wirth ended the scoring
spree with a goal in the 70th minute off

Alex trAutwig / HeigHtS

eDitOr

The Eagles hope their victory over Clemson will carry them into their next match againstDuke.

a pass from Mewis, her second goal of
the game. Goalkeeper Jillian Mastroianni earnedher eighth shutout of the
season, making two saves to anchor
the BC defense.
BC dominated every aspect of
the game, outshooting Clemson 219 while posting a 15-3 advantage in
shots on goal. The victory gives BC a
4-0 record in the conference, the first
time the Eagles have won their first
four ACC games since joiningin 2005.
The victory alsomarksthe first time in
program history the Eagles have won
three straight ACC road games.
Sunday?s win over Clemson gives
BC some much-needed momentum
heading into a huge match-up with
No. 4 Duke on Thursday night in
Newton. Duke is currently second in
the ACC after tying Wake Forest last
week. The Blue Devils are also off to
the best start in school history at 11-1.
A win Thursday wouldbe a huge boost
to the Eagles as they look to earn an
ACC title.
The Eagles are in peak form entering an important stretch of their
season. With only six gamesremaining
before the start of the ACC championship, BC hopes to keep its spot on
top of the conference and gain some
momentum before beginning their
pursuit of the program?s first national
title. n
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CLASSIFIEDS
Monday, October 3, 2011

Community
HELP WAntED

HELP WAntED
Babysitter wanted for sweet sixmonth-old Newton parents and
Boston College grads seek responsible, friendly BC student for
babysitter. Must be available some
weekdays and weekends. Car is
a plus, but not necessary. Please
have references available. E-mail

rcriccardella@gmail.com.

HELP WAntED

PROGRAMMER WANTED for
small business project. Must have
experience with Java/C. Call (617)
655-8196 if interested. Salary
negotiable.
EAGLESNEEDJOBS.COM. We
need paid survey takers in Chestnut
Hill. 100 percent free to join! Click on
?Surveys.?

Looking for a responsible babysitter for our two children (8 and 11
-years-old). Tuesdays 4p.m. 9p.m.
Responsibilities include taking one
of them to an afterschool activity so
a car and a good driving record is
a must. We live very close to BC.
-

demler@bu.edu.
Local small business looking for
part-time employees? Contact
classifieds@bcheights.com to place
an ad!

For

?This may
be a stupid
question, but
are days of the
week always
capitalized??

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row
there are 9 slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to
9. You must follow theserules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
The number should appear only once on row, column or area.
·

·

·

·

For peopie who have to deal
with the harsh realities of fife,
Volunteers of America is there to
help. Since 1896, we've worked in
communities across the country to
restore hope and rebuild lives.

Find out how you can help,
Calf 1.800.899.0089 or visit us at
www.volunteersofarnerjca.org,

Today, we provide care to abused
and neglected children. The
elderly. People with disabilities.
Famifies in troubfe. We give guidance to the homeless and many

And we are there to offer support
and compassion to help create
positive change in a person's life.

Subscribe to The Heights
Send Name & Address to:
The Heights
Boston College
113 McElroy Commons
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

There are rio limits to caring.

?

$17.99 per month / $54.99 per semester
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Leaving the chalkboards and textbooks behind for off-campus learning
BY MARYE MORAN
Heights

Staff

tinues to do the same for current students. The PULSE

experience and witness the connection between the

program places students with a service organization that
they commit to for a year. To supplement and framethis
experience, a seminar is also conductedto discuss issues
including poverty and social justice.
The dual nature of the course allows students to see
these issues in a new light. Ola Szczerepa, A&S ?l4, who
has taken PULSE in the past, says that,?it forces students
to actually be out in the community, personally facing
unmasked reality rather than only reading about it in

classroom and the real world.

textbooks and news articles.?

They revamped McElroy, gave Gasson a touch-up,
and are building Stokes. Though it may seem counterintuitive in lightof these campus improvements, Boston
College offers a myriad of opportunities for students to
get off campus, and out of the ?BC bubble.? Numerous
courses encourage or require students to gain practical

By nature of the University?s structure, most BC
The most directform of this out-of-classroomlearning is through internships for academic credit. Every courses are based on campus. However, this does not
department in both the College of Arts & Sciences and stop professors from encouraging students to integrate
in the Carroll School of Management allowsstudents to
their learning into the greater community, or to use their
participate in internships for one credit. In the psycholsurroundings to supplement what is being studied. Fr.
Jeremy Clarke?s ?Asia in the World? class, for example,
ogy, sociology, and communication departments,threecredit internship seminars are also offered. In these requires students to visit the Museum of Fine Arts, in
courses, students intern part-time and meet regularly order to see works that have been discussed in lecture.
with an instructor to discuss their work in the contexts ?I?m really excited because it forces me to do something
of readings that they do.
I?ve alwayswanted to dobut never had a reason to,? says
In the field of sociology,for example, about 10 stuLauren Ruvo, LSOE ?l4.
dents per semester participate in internships, which
The Honors Program acts similarly, organizing group
John Williamson, a professor in the sociology depart- trips to encourage students to attend cultural events
ment says, ?lets them figure out if they?re interested such as the Boston Symphony Orchestra or a staging
in a particular thing, and then build a track record to of King Lear.
Mark O?Connor, director of the Honors Program,
get into certain jobs or graduate programs.? Experiencing a potential future career while still in school gives says that, ?sometimes the correspondence is direct,
undergraduates the chance to gauge whether it?s an seemingly straightforward, and obviously tied to this
appropriatefield for them, while they still have time to academic phase of your life.? For example, seeing a play
tailor their courses accordingly. Williamson adds that that was studied in class. ?What you?ve learned in one
these seminars give students the chance to ?focus on setting, the classroom, at once informs how you learn
what you?ll do after Boston College,? while still in the and appreciate what you process in another setting,
the theatre, and continues to ripple in how you?ll then
undergraduate setting.
In the Lynch School of Education and the Connell continue to learn when you return to the classroom,?
School of Nursing, practical experience is even more O?Connor says.
common, with education majors participating in teachThe cyclical nature of learning that O?Connor speaks
ing practicums and nursing students going to clinicals in of is precisely why these out-of-classroom experiences
are important to have while still in college. Something is
order to immediately apply knowledge and gain confidence and skills in their future professions. The description of the education practicum program describes the
benefits, stating that it is, ?developmental, is linked to
coursework, and builds on previousfieldwork.? In bothof
these pre-professional schools, students experiencetheir

future occupations while still learning the liberal arts.
This gives themboththe skills and the well-roundedness
to be successful as future employees and as people.
Other courses have an off-campus, real-world element in a lesser professional sense. The Tech Trek class,
for example, taught by Peter Gallaugher, an associate
professor in the information systems department,
explains that the course allows students to ?combine
classroom learningwith a series ofmaster-class sessions
ledby executivesin the field.? Participants study a variety
of technology firms, and then spend spring break visiting firms in Silicon Valley, which Gallaugher says ?gives
[them] an opportunity to leverage the interdisciplinary
topics we?ve studied in Chestnut Hill, and bring this to

PhOtO
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learned, applied to the greater world, and then that experience shapes the continuing studies in the classroom,
thus enriching the rest of the educational experience.
This commitment to practical learning that makes a
tangible difference flows in part from BC?s basic principle of men and women for others. Gallaugher spoke
of this and the concept of cura personalis, care of the
whole person, saying thatboth fit very will into leveraging liberal arts educationand expandingit with a world
view that happens outside of Chestnut Hill. He says
that he was proud to be a part of this community where
he can take these principles and wrap them around his

disciplines of technology and business. Essentially, all
of these out-of-the-classroom learning experiences do
just that, taking the basic desire to make a difference
in the world and seeing how that can be applied to a
particular discipline.

When deciding to participate in an internship or a
that goes beyond the traditional classroom, ?a
the field wherefirm headquartersbecome the very best lot is getting familiarizedwith resources and a student?s
learning lab that a management student can get.?
learning goals, and seeing what they hope to gain?, says
A firm believer that the most significant college exJessica Chance, assistant director of Career Counseling
periences occur outside of the lecture hall, Gallaugher, and AHANA Career Services. These student goals can
says that, one of his most formative experiences during greatly vary, ranging from learning about social justice
his time at BC was the PULSE program, ?It?s shaped issues to building an attractive resume. However, in all
the way that I interpret a number of issues that have cases, BC?s innovative methods of integrative learning
happened since then.?
allow participating studentsthe chance to be better prePULSE, which gave Gallaugher his conviction that pared for post-graduate life and to enrich theremainder
of their time at BC. n
learning should occur both on and off campus, concourse

Moving students outside of the classroom, andinto more ?real world? settings can provide good experience.

Locations change but motivation to succeed remains persistent in students
Even if old activities are not listed on

BY JULIETTE SAN FILLIPO
Heights

one?s

resume, Bates says
of the things I rec-

that they
be entirely forgotten. ?One
ommend for students to do is to make an autobiographicalresume,?
she says. ?[What I mean is] a record of everything you?ve ever done
organizations, jobs, internships, trips, service trips anything
that helped you grow or learn, in case you need to look back on it
sometime. You don?t want old things on your resume, but occasionally
sometime there may be something you want to bring up again in an
interview. Not something you share with employers, just something
for your own reference.?
Counselors at the Career Center will agree that experience becomes of pivotal importance when collegeundergraduatesare making
their resumes. Whether it?s workexperience,an internship, or a travel
experience, these components on a resume tell others of a student?s
potential to perform a task, among other personality traits such as
independence,responsibility, and capability.
?[Employers] want to see your experience: what you?ve done,
your potential to do a certain job,? Bates says. ?To get some relatable
experience along the way will be the bridge between your studentship and your eventual career. They also want to see your academic
career coupled with this. It could be an on-campus organization, a
service trip, a job, an internship, etc. Experience is experiencewhether
or not you got paid. That?s why students need to get out there and
challenge themselves.?
Besides experience, there is that other thing:grades. A crucial part
of a resume is usually one?s GPA, and sometimes even a transcript
with the entirety of those grades. The GPA and transcripts show a
should not

Staff

Whether you are a freshman that just got to Boston College, or a
senior with graduationon the mind, everyone rememberstheirfirst
resume that they made in high school to get here. While applying for
college,having the perfect transcript and pertinent activities to build
up one?s applications seemed paramount, and students often stress
over these parts as the make-or-breakcomponents. However, when

?

students get to college, all of a sudden things like high school class
ranking and club involvementbecomesomewhat arbitrary.For some,
these things still represent valuable credentials. For most though,
college means the slate is clean and it?s time to redo the resume with
a potential career on the horizon.
?Typically we?ll see some high school info on resumes of freshmen, and occasionally on those of sophomores,? says Janet Costa
Bates, associate director of the Career Center. ?For juniors, we only
advise them to keep [that stuff] on if it?s extremelyrelevant. Or, we?ll
tell students to keep on high school information if their actual high
school will be a good source of networking for them, for example, if
the student plans on going back to that area after college.But again,
only if it is very, very relevant.?
Bates says that when it comes to college resumes, recent experiences holdmore ground than thosefrom high school years. However,
she says, those life experiences, despite being dated, still matter in
the long run if students learned something.?It?s not that highschool
material is a waste,? she says. ?It?s just that if that experience was
somethingthey did in high school just to build their college applications, it means nothing. But if they got goodexperience, got to build
skills, build interest, and if it was completely worthwhile, then they
should include that.?

?

student?s capabilities at the foremost level, and it?s no question that
students, employers, and parents alike care about grades. However,
it seems that in college, students need to seek out theirown personal
incentives for doing well academically, since the aim of getting into

college is alreadyfulfilled. To establish a career and find a job after
college are the common incentives.
Bates says that career fields vary in terms of how much weight
they place on GPAs. ?There are some employers who are going to
look very closely at your GPA,? Bates says. ?Some employers will
have a hard and fast cutoff on your GPA. Some employers have a
wider range; some don?t look at all. Some see that you got in and
graduated from BC, and that?s enough. They want to see that you
kept your grades up.?
It seems that certain career paths demand more polished transcripts or more academic success thanothers. ?I care about my grades
and my GPA now more than ever as compared to high school,? says
Hannah Kavanaugh, CSON ?l3. ?CSON is really competitive. There
are higher academic standards you have to meet if you want to stay
in the school.?
For some, it?s not only the lure of a career thatprovides an impetus
to succeed, but also the possibility of further schooling. The Lynch
School of Education (LSOE) offers students the opportunity to get
their master?s degree in one year by continuing to take classes at BC

after graduation.
?If I want to do the fifth-year programhere at BC to get my master?s
degree, it is very competitive, and to even apply you need a 3.5 GPA
cumulative, so that is a big incentive for me to keep my grades up,?
says Molly Murray, LSOE ?l3.
?I feel compelled to get my master?s degree anyway, so it would
be a great opportunity to be able to just get it here, so having good
grades now is something important to me,? says Samantha Montazem, LSOE ?l3.

The chance to study abroad is also an incentive for students to
keep their grades intact, since BC requires a GPA of at least 3.2 in

order to do so. Regardless, it seems that BC students have a drive to
succeed, whether it?s to land that dreamcareer or get into graduate
school. It appears that the stress of being No. 1 on a high school
transcript translates into pressure to just be a viablecandidate for
work or educationafter college.
However, Bates claims that in the end, what students should
inevitably focus on is just the fact that they will have a degree when
they graduate, if not a stellar GPA or a career-oriented major. ?We
do hear concerns form students like, ?What can I do with my major?
Will I ever get a job with my major?? Most college grads and BC
grads go into fields that have nothing to do with their major,? Bates
says. ?I believe the number is around 75 percent. It?s not the major
that is important, it?s the degree. Even just having the degree. That?s
going to make the bigger difference. There are some exceptions
one is nursing
but for the most part, the amount of flexibility
is staggering.?
Even though experienceis important on a resume, simply thepossession of a liberal arts college will benefit students and equip them
with life skills. ?All the learning and growing you go through, while
getting that degree, will help you in the end,? Bates says. ?That will
be the most important. If you came to BC to learn only one thing,
that?s not going to help you for very long. If you came to BC to learn
how to learn, that will help you be successful for the rest of your life.
You?re here for education, not for training.?
Although the stress of maintaining stellar high school grades is
gone, it seems BC students still have a lot to think about when it
comes to the future, and the success that precedes that is entirely
?
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Driven high school students carry their ambitiousways to college, where it?s more visibly important to do well to ensure future success in one?s
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up to them.

Allaying any remaining fears, Bates says, ?Doing your best is
always going to help. But don?t think that you are going to be unemployedif you don?t have a 3.7 GPA.? n
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THE REAL WORLD

Finding issues closer than you'd expect Friendship and technology
KARL LOCKHART
This is the second semester thatI?ve
been writing for this column, entitled ?The
Real World.? So far I?ve had no directionor
purpose. I?ve just written aboutthefirst idea
that came to myhead. Often it?s beenfrom my
own experienceor something that caught my
eye in the news. But now, starting my second
to last year here at Boston College, the ?real
world? is coming up around thebend. Time
to start figuring out what to ?do? with my life.
Job? More school?Become a hobo? Not sure
yet.
But how important is it what someone

does? I?ve met peoplefrom everyprofession
andevery walkof life, from homelessmen on
street corners who are flat broke to business-

men who travel all over the world and make
millions a year. While one?s job andeducation
domatter, what is far more important to me
than a person?s profession is how he treats his
fellow human beings or whathestandsfor.
Before I try to figure out which jobsI?m
going to apply for or what degrees I need, I?m
going to figure out whatkind of person I want
to beand what things I?m going to value.And

really, what you valuedetermines what kind of
person you will be. Everythingflows from the
things you determineare most important.
The problem is, I don?t spendenough time
thinking aboutwhat matters most. I?m too
busy trying to stay on top of my life. During the week, it?s readingbooksand writing
papers, going to meetings and running off to
work.On the weekends, it?s cheering on athletic teams, exploringBoston, and hanging out
with friends. The crazy degreeto which we

figure out awayto take that abstract, ethereal,
black andwhite ideaand plant it solidly on
this gritty, ambiguous,uncertain earth.
On a most basic level, I want to do the
right thing. Sometimes, the right thing is obvious; I?m not going to kill peopleor rob banks
(though I?ll considerthe second one if tuition
keeps going up). But in everyday life I often
struggle to decide what is wrongand right, or
if it even matters at all. For anyone else facing
the same situation, apparentlywhat we seek is
justice,a fancy name for doing theright thing.
The dictionary, putting it slightly differently,
says that justice is ?the quality of being fair or
reasonable.? Justice is easy to define on such a
generallevel, but on a personal level, it?s nearly
impossible.
So I?m not going to worry aboutit. Why
stress aboutwhether thesmallest things
you?re doingareright? There are, after all,
hugeproblems in our world.We can easilytell
with little or no debatethat some things are
unjust.
For example, slavery.
Yes, slavery. No, it didn?t end in 1863 with
the Emancipation Proclamation.In fact,

according to several sources, thereare more
slaves today than therewere at any other time
in history. Human trafficking is a multi-million dollarbusiness. Thousands ofpeople,
men as wellas women, are bought andsold
every year to workagainst their will. Many are
traded to be sexually exploited,but others are
forced to domenial tasks for no pay. They are

beatenand their families threatenedif they
try to escape or get help. Because victims are
often illegallysmuggled into the countries
wherethey work, trafficked persons don?t

or a debatableissue. So I feel pretty confident
saying that if I want to dothe right thing, I
need to fight against this. If you?re interested
in doingthe same, there?s pretty much two
main waysto go aboutit: informand act.
Informingyourself aboutan issue doesn?t
mean youhave to do extensiveresearch. With
humantrafficking,it?s easy just to watch the
movie Taken or read the Millennium series by

Stieg Larsson. Wikipedia and Googlecontain
vast amounts ofinformation.Pay attention to

the news and see what you discover.
Acting against human traffickingis harder
(unless you?re Liam Neeson and you have ?a
particular set of skills?). You could joinREACT (Rallying Efforts Against Contemporary
Trafficking), a groupright here on theBoston
Collegecampus that aims to raise awareness
about the issue. Or look for a jobor a summer
internship with government agencies like
Immigration and Customs Enforcement that

workto uncover and arrest thoseprofiting
from thetraffickingbusiness. And if you don?t
have the time to doany of these things, you
can give money to a charity likeInternational
Justice Mission that literallybreaks down
doorsto rescue slaves.
And maybeby acting against such a huge
issue, it will be possible to determine the right
thing to do on a smaller scale. Justbecause
thereis a so-called?real world? out theredoes
not mean thatwhat we dohere at BC is part
of a ?fake world.? Maybeby seeing whatabuse
and exploitationlook like onan extreme level,
you will beable to see and confront lesser
forms of the same symptom. Treatingothers
as a commodity to beusedfor personal gain
or pleasure is wrong no matter whereyou

haveproper immigration forms and many fear
seeking the help of the police. The criminals

are. In theend, some problems are closer to

schedule and fill our lives with activities keeps
us from consideringthe bigger picture of the
worldaround us andhow we want to live in it,
the things that are essential and necessary.
With eachcolumn I?m going to take time
to think, then write, about anideal I personallywant to embody.Then I?m going to try to

who run human traffickingoperationsoften
also have legalbusinesses and as a result can
be hard to catch. Plus, they operate across
borders, making jurisdictiona problem for
lawenforcementofficials.
Clearly,this is wrong. It?s not a gray area

justicecan be too.
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LAUREN RUVO
The value of friendship is one of the key
lessons we are taught when we are young.
We discover the importance of having a few
closefriends to rely on when things do not
goour way. However, as lucky as most of
us are to grab lunch at Hillside with at least
one of our friends during the week, there are
many peoplewho rely on social mediawebsites like Facebook to feel that they belong.
Websiteslike Facebook and Twitter are
great for keeping in touch with friends from
home, but more often than not, these sites
are used as a primary means of communication.

This trend seems to be growing in popularity as websites like Twitter gain recognition. Sure,it is important to updatefriends
about big life changes. However, when it
comes interacting with others, more and
more teenagers are relying on non-verbal
means of communication, such as texting

and Tweeting, which will only end up hurting them in the long run.
There are a lot of issues that come in to
play when the topic of social mediagets put
on the table. For one, it is veryimportant
that we do not lose our ability to have faceto-face interaction with peoplebecause, even
though it might not hurt our immediate
friendships, it has the ability to put us at risk
of not getting our dream jobs, which, to be

honest, wouldbe terribleafter going through
four years of hard workat Boston College.
When it comes time to apply for a job,it
is very unlikely that a potentialemployerwill
ask to conduct the interview via Facebook
Chat, butrather they will ask the job candidate to actuallycome in to the office for an
interview. Now, of course this is common
sense, but when we look at how today?s
technology is hindering face-to-facecommunication, a simple job interview (which
is nerve-racking even to the most seasoned

speakers), will becomeinfinitely more
challengingfor thosewho choose to rely on
cyberspacefriendships.
Another issue is that many adolescents
post anythingwithout thinking of the consequences. Posting a picture of last Saturday
night may seem like a good idea because it
showsfriends that were not there that there
was a ton of fun to be had. But, when it is
time to applyfor a job,potential employers
will more often than not check your Facebook and Twitter pages to see whatkind of
candidate youreally are and, to be honest,
showing off your keg stand skills willnot give
a goodfirst impression.
?

Aside from the obvious fact thatposting
things on Facebook and Twitter can harm
our ability to get jobs, the most important
thing that these websites hinder is our ability to enjoy our present company. I cannot

begin to tell you how incredibly rude I find
it when I am out with a friend and all he or
she does is text someone else. I justfeel like if
you are out with someone, then you should
want to converse with theminstead of nodding your head whenever the otherperson
says something whileyou are still looking
down at your phone.
Maybe I am just old fashioned, but I
truly believe that social media sites (and
Smartphones) have begun to hinder our
ability to communicate. Of course, there are
benefits to having this technology, but only
if it is used correctly. Next time you are out
with a friend, perhaps try turning off your
phone and focusing on the person that you
are with.Friendships are important, but if
we donot start putting in the appropriate
face-time with them (and I am not referring
to face-time on the iPhone), then they surely
will become extinct.
Lauren Ruvo is a staff columnist for The
Heights. She can be reached at features@
bcheights.com

CAMPUS CHRONICLES

Sophomore year problems and how it is nearly impossible to avoid them
want, wherethey want to

ALEXANDRA SCHAEFFER
Sophomores arrive at Boston Collegein the fall thinkingthey?re
going to beable to relax a little.Unlike last year, they don?t have to
worry about makingfriends, finding their wayaround campus, or
the difficulty of college-levelwork. Sophomoresare only allowed to
remain in this euphoric state for a very short time before the stress
level gets turned up enormously.It almostseems cruel that in the
first month of school, sophomores are already asked to start planning
for next year. Immediatelywe have to, if we even have the choice,
make the decisionaboutwhether we want to live on or off campus
junior year. Having not even experiencedliving with our current
roommates for more than a few weeks, it seems unnatural to already
be planning for a year in advance. So much could change in that
time. Yet, with the weekly e-mailsabout the numerous off-campus
housing information sessions and the stories we constantly hear
about friends going house-hunting with Realtors, it is hard not to feel
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overwhelmed.
?This Realtor won?t show boys any houses,? ?We don?t know if
we want to wait for 2000 or sign for a house now,? and ?We?re going
looking on Foster this afternoon,? are commonly heardphrases
aroundsophomore-populatedlocales.It can bestressfulif one hasn?t
contacteda Realtor yet, or didn?t make it to the last housingmeeting. Additionally,it adds a whole new dimensionof stress to what?s
still just the drop/addperiod. Upperclassmenall have their varying
opinionson the subject. Some who lived off campus swear it?s the
best, while others say the convenience of living on campus can?t be
beat. Regardless,it still feels too early to makeany decisions, but if we
don?t, then we?re going to end up without anywhere to live.
As if all of this isn?t hard enough, when the off-campus housing
discussionsbegin, the Office of InternationalPrograms decides they
too want to start hearingfrom sophomores aboutevents more than a
year away.The chaos gets amped up to another levelbecause nothing
is finalized as far as study abroad is concerned,but it still lingers in
the back of everyone?s mind.The Study AbroadFair does an excellent
job in early September of throwingway too much information at
already overwhelmed students, stirring a desire to travel to about 10
differentplaces within the next year. No one?s quite sure what they

SAID

maybe too early for them to have full knowledge ofwhat they?re getting into. With the fast pace oflife these days, the flood of information about the upcoming year, and the constant reminders to start

thinking about the future, this is probably the manner in which all of
this planninghas to be done.At the same time though, it just seems
like it shouldn?t all have to be so soon and so fast. People shouldhave
a littlebit of time to breathe and think about situations before they
sign documentsand depositmoney more than a year in advance.
Once therush of the rapid-fire decisionmaking is over and done
with, we?re left with time to think, and rethink, what we shouldhave
donedifferently andregrets don?t help anyone.
?

Alexandra Schaeffer is a staff columnist for The Heights. She
can be reached at features@bcheights.com
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Ithlnk thls Is a verypersonal sltuatlon.
senlor yearIs a stressful tlme for most people
and sometlmes relatlonshlpscan brlngon
addltlonal pressures. It?s totallyunderstandable
to not want to be tied down, but if two people

have feelings for each other, why risk

losing that?

People should not endrelationships solely be-

in my opinion.

it?s the last year of college. That being said,
shouldn?t be searchingfor a relationship and
feel the needto graduatewith a Boston College
boyfriend/girlfriend.If you put too much pressure
on any situation, nothing goodwill come of it.
The best thing to do when it comes to relationships is go with the flow.
Now, for this boy that doesn?t want to be with you, I would not spend
a minute worrying about him. He will soon realize that he was being
silly ending your relationship. Chances are he did you a favor and now
you can have a ?free? senior year as well. I think all seniors should focus
on being with theirfriendsand having a blast this semester. It wouldbe
fun to have a significant other, but if it doesn?t happen it?s not a big deal
because there are so many other things to look forward to this year. Who
knows? You might even meet your Prince Charming at MAs one night.
The best advice I can give is to just live in the moment and enjoy your senior year. So to answer your question, a relationship senior year is worth
it only if you think it?s worth it!

Alex Trautwig is an Editor for The Heights. He can be
reached at features@bcheights.com

Madeline Demoulasis a senior staff writerfor The Heights. She
can be reached at features@bcheights.edu.

should thatimmediatelymean the end of
relationships? Senior year shouldbe about enjoying your time. If that
includes a relationship, then absolutely go for it. I?m not advocating a forced relationship justbecause it?s senior year, but it certainly
should not be a deterrent. Just go with the flow. If it?s meant to be
it?ll be, and if not, so be it. Making that type of decisionbefore things
really get going seems pretty silly. No matter what the nature of your
relationship is during or going into senior year, I think it?s best to let
things taketheir course and be open to talking about it. Communicate with the person, and if need be, maybe talk to themabout your
intentions. There?s nothingwrong with being honest and explaining
thatyou want to keep it casual, but the ?senior year? excuse is weak

clauses in the contract with the landlord started causing trouble. Too
many girls in thehouse wanted to study abroad than he would allow
subletters to live in the house. This meant that everyone endedup
paying for a portion of the rent even when they were off in Europe.
She now swears against off-campus living.
Yet, BC students get lured into the worldof off-campus housing. The allureof the ?great party scene? and ultimate independence
pushes students into signing contracts and placing deposits early,

Have a good
idea?

?I?m a senior and I was hooking up with this guy for several months last
year and throughout the summer. Then right at the start of school, he
ended everything because he wanted to be free his senior year. Is it worth
it to have a relationship senior year??
sort of sInglelady

I thlnk at thls polnt, a lot of college
students would agree thatIt can be dlfflcult to have a relatlonshlp In college. For
whateverreason, it doesn?t happennearly
as much as the more casual hookups. Add
that to the impending ?real world? of senior
year, and I think for a lot of people, that?s a
recipe for disaster. I see that point of view,
but I don?t get it. What?s wrong with being
happyduring your last year of school? You
can?t look too long term. We get it, everyone is graduating in the spring. But why

go, or when they want to travel.
The timing of study abroadis crucial though to the aforementionedhousing process because if one plans on living off campus
this determineswhetherhe or she sublets or is a subletter.For those
planning to live on campus, it is vital to find a friend planning to go
abroad the opposite semester so that the two can trade places over
winter break. But still, who knows anyof this yet? With study abroad
planning still in the preliminarystages, nothing is certain. Yet, offcampus housing is pushing to be finalized, as studentsscramble to
obtain thousands of dollars in cash to put down a depositon their
?dream house.?
A senior who lived off campus last year, and studied abroad in the
spring semester, initiallythought that living off campus was great.
She lovedthe girls she was living with and the location on Foster
Street, a place they secured in October of sophomore year. Everything was great untilshe wanted to sublet.It was then that small
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Parents join students for a not-so-average weekend at Boston College
See Parents? Weekend, 810

school. Mariana Eizayaga, A&S
?l4, who describes herself as very
close to her family, is looking

works with President Leahy?s
schedule, as well as the calendars
ofother senior personnel,? Hough
says. ?And once that?s finalized we
start our planning.? The planning
is extensive, as Parents? Weekend
encompasses three full days jam-

forward to the weekend. ?I?m
excited to go the football game
with my family,? she says. ?We?re
from Argentina so it will be the
first one my family has ever attended, and I think they?re look-

packed with activities.
Friday, Hough?s personal forte,
consists of theDeans? Open Hous-

ing forward to it.? A member of
the University Chorale, Eizayaga
performed in the Pops on the

Heights concert on Friday night.
?It is a little inconvenient because
Teaching and Student Life, the I would have liked to be able to
President?s Address, and the Pops go to dinner with my family that
on the Heights Scholarship Gala. night,? she says. She plans for her
Saturday revolves around the sister, who is still in high school,
football game, with a pregame to sleepover in her room though, a
tailgate barbeque, and Sunday common occurrence among high
includes the Family Liturgy and
school siblings during Parents?
breakfast. Coordinating all these Weekend.
events in such a short time frame
For Courtney Nolan, A&S ?l2,
it will be the first time that her
involves cooperationamong pracyounger sister hasn?t been a guest
ticallyevery department at BC, including the Athletic department, for theweekend. ?She?s a freshman
Facilities, Housekeeping, all four now, and I think she?s looking forschools, Parking and Transportaward to our parents coming,? she
tion, and the BCPD.
says. ?She?s been a littlehomesick
?Though our office spearheads and it?s a nice way to bring home
es in all four schools,

theWelcome

Reception, the Presentations on

the weekend, it wouldn?t be pos-

to her for a little bit.?

sible without the cooperation of
all the other offices and departments,? Hough says. ?It really is a
collaboration.? All of this is done
to give the weekend a personal
touch for the families, some of
whomremember it from yearsago
when they were students at BC.?

She also plans to tailgate with
her parents outside her Mod for
the first time. ?That will be fun,
but I have mixed feelings about
the weekend,? Nolan says. ?I?m
excited to see my parents and
spend time with them, but I feel
like sometimes you?re expectedto
change everythingand not spend

A fair number of the families
are alums, and they always let
us know when they are,? laughs
Hough, as she explains that about
1,400 totalfamilieswere expected
to ascend on campus for the
weekend, a fair share of them
alumni. Additionally, there are
a significant number of interna-

time with your friends. It can just
cause a little tension.

The tailgat-

ing part is easier though.?

Nolan?s not the only who feels
the stress of the weekend. ?I told
my parents I would rather them
come on a weekendwhen it?s less
scheduled,? says Megan Zink,
CSOM ?l4. ?It?s a littlesad though
tional families that attend.
Parents? Weekend is about seeing everyoneget ready for their
more than just numbers and orgafamily to come, and it does make
nizing, though. It is a memorable me lookforwardto when my fammoment, as it is one of the few
ily will come.? She still managesto
times that families are openly look on the bright side, though.
invited to visit their children at ?At leastI will get to meet all of my

Daniel lee

/ HeigHts staff

Conte Forum was transformed as itplayed host to thethe annual Boston Pops concert, which was one of the events planned for the weekend by the University.
friends? families,? she says.
Katie Kiracofe, CSOM ?l4, just
had her parents here for a full
week, less than a month ago, so
her family did not visit over the
weekend. ?I?m a little sad they
won?t be coming, but I think the
weekend can get overwhelming,?
she says. ?It isn?t really an accurate
picture of life on campus here ei-

ther. Everything is really crowded
and overwhelming.?
Rachel Rudder, CSON ?l4,
a self-professed lover of food,
whose family lives only about
40 minutes away, plans to spend

the weekend socializing with her
?I?m most excitedfor my
family taking me out to eat,? she
laughs, only half-kidding.
parents.

Everyone has his or her reasons for looking forward to or,
in some cases, dreading Parents?

Weekend. There willundoubtedly

ful it may seem beforehand, it
ends up beingrelaxingand enjoyable. It only happens once a year,
a lot of planning and work goes

be awkward social situations, but
those are paired with the rare
opportunity to spend a great
weekend introducing parents to
campus life. Once one sees his or

into it from thousands of people,
and in the end Parents? Weekend
is a great reminder of just how
much students love their parents
whether they make it to campus

her family, no matter how stress-

or not. n

International students contribute to diversity
See International, 810
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When awkwardness
isn?t such a bad thing
See Editor?s Column, 810
ing Out Week (NCOW) at BC

and on Wednesday, the Office
of Health Promotion is putting
on Healthpalooza,an event
dedicated to launching their
office, reminding students
of other health and safety
organizations on campus, and
announcing new annual health
campaigns. Both of these happenings are primarily celebratory in nature, but carry
the potential for progressive
dialogue which, as anyone
who?s ever engaged in such a
conversation can attest to, can
be, to put it plainly, awkward.

Though we?ve certainly
made strides overall as a society and in the BC community,
we are not where we should
be when it comes to issues of
sexuality. And according to
the websiteof The Office of
Health Promotion, its mission
is to provide ?information on a
range of topics related to student health, including: stress
management, alcohol and drug
use, nutritional health, sexual
health, bystander education,
prevention of relationship violence, LGBTQ health issues,
and more.? Frankly, no matter
how sophisticated we may
become as a collective, discussions centered around these
topics are always going to

elicit feelings of disturbance.
But that doesn?t mean we can
or should avoid them altogether. When we do that, we truly
create awkwardsituations.
The elephantin the room

doesn?t go away when people
ignore it?it only gets more
comfortable. And as much as
we all like to be comfortable,
I?m pretty sure he does too.

When

we step outside of

our comfort zone, where we
feel safest and most content,
we inadvertedlyexpand its
borders and suddenly, the
conversations we previously
felt apprehensive about having
no longer inspire the same
trepidation. Slowly and surely,

the ease with which we ap-

here from around the world is IA program keeps all of these
the intimacy and effectiveness students connected throughout
new students into the school.?
of the IA program.? Created in their four years here. Many of
In order to keep these numbers 1980 by a student from Hong our past students come away
high, the Office of International Kong who was struggling with from the entire experience sayStudents and Scholars works her own transitional problems, ing thatthe IA program was their
the IA program startedoff with favorite part of BC.?
very closely with all of the unMasrur Khan, A&S ?l4, served
dergraduateand graduate admisonly 30 assistants but now has
sions offices. ?Once a student is
grown to almost 80 BC students. as an IA for the first time this
accepted into Boston College, Through a competitive applicayear and says that his desires
we?re responsible for dealing tion process, one in five students to become one were rooted out
with the complicated transition of all different backgrounds are of his own problems with the
process,? says Nussbaum.
accepted into the IA program. college transition. ?I underwent
Once accepted, the lA?s lead a kind of culture shock myself
This complex process of admitting international students three to four different students when I first came here,? says
involves the administering of a through their own orientation Khan. ?My high school was very
TOEFL exam and an issuing of
and are expected to keep in diverse and we even had a few
immigration papers that have to touch with the students over the international kids, but coming
be presented to theconsul of the
course of the year by organizing
to BC was incredibly difficult for
student?s home country.
events and trips restricted to
me because I had to adjust to a
However, the most pivotal international students. The IA different demographic group.?
part to the success of the Office program even manages to tackle Khan says that one of the greatof International Students and the pesky question of diversity at est benefits of being an IA is his
Scholars is the International BC that has constantly plagued ability to interact with kids from
Assistant program. ?While we anyone from tour guides to addifferent cultures, and learn
try to recruit based off of our missions counselors. ?Some of about their respective stories.
Jesuit identity,? says Nussbaum, the international students are ?You learn so much about their
?the fact of the matter is that surprised by the lack of diversity different backgrounds and the
what really draws these students here,? Nussbaum says, ?but the
intricacies of their own cultures

proach exchanges about the

weather or what classes we?re
taking comes to characterize
our disposition when talking about tougher topics. Of
course, this isn?t to say that
these interactions will be as
smooth as standard Eagle?s
Nest back-and-forth banter,
but our willingness to engage

that you almostfeel obligatedto
help them adjust to a new sys-

tem.? While many students are
forced to jump into a new meal
schedule or conquer problems
of homesickness, many students
have enough trouble coping
with new conversational cues
that they?ve never encountered
before. ?One of my students
asked me why so many kids walk
by him and ask, ?What?s up???
explains Khan. ?I just told him
that it?s a normal social thing to
do in the States.? And to think,
so many of our problems at this
school come from endless hours

?Make a new
friend from this
growing population
and that road
trip to visit your
roommate in
upstate New York

could transform
into a week-long
vacation in Costa

Rica.?

in such talk will be increased

and not as tainted by

the library or having
nowhere to travel to off-campus
on a Friday night.
However, not all international students struggle with
the cultural transition when
spent in

reserva-

tion.

It?s

not an easy thing to

college students,
particularly at a university
where we?re encouragedto be
men and women for others,
routinely immerse ourselves in
do, but as

arriving at BC.

service-oriented activities, and
spend our time in classrooms
with the intention of acquiring
knowledge to better ourselves,
I believe it?s not a task incapable of being performed.
There are a variety of ways we
can engage ourselves in this
way on campus. Participating in NCOW and Healthpalooza are just two. However,
we don?t need BC-affiliated
events to govern our journey
into the sea of uncomfort. We
can embark on this venture in
the privacy of our dorms with
our roommates or in the open

on Upper Campus, and before
I knew it I was perfectly in the

moldof things.?
The next time that you find
yourself fretting over how overwhelming Boston and its surrounding neighborhoods can
seem, consider the amount of
effort that some of these internationalstudents have gone
through to simply occupy the
seat next to you in your organic chemistry class. Make a
new friend from this growing

atmosphere of other social
settings. So why not give it a
go?
Let?s embrace the awkward.

Kris Robinson is the Features
Editor. He welcomes comments at
features@bcheights.com.

Jonathan Higa,

A&S ?l4 and a native of Tokyo,
loved certain aspects of his first
year and didn?t even stay close
to the IA program for the most
part. ?The time difference was
definitely a struggle,? says Higa,
?but I grew close to a lot of kids

population and that road trip to

PHOtO

cOurtesy

Of flickr.cOM

Students from all over the world become acclimated to life at Boston College with the help of programs such as lA.

visit your roommate in upstate
New York could transform into
a week-long vacation in Costa
Rica. n
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1,450 international students come to Boston College from all corners of the globe
BY RYAN MCGUILL

want in yourlife is convenientlylocatedwithin a six-mile
radius that spans from Chestnut Hill to Brighton a hop,
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?

Here?s

a little-known fact for all you denizens
of the Heights: A great big worldexists out-

side of the Boston Collegebubble! Roughly
speaking, our planet has a few continents
to sport, as well as an ocean here and thereand several
billionpeoplescatteredaroundthem but honestly,who
really cares to count? Everybody who you truly need or
?

a skip, and a jump for some of you more intense powerwalkers. So if any of you are ever interested in venturing

outside of theNortheast and into earth?s great unknown,
you can ask our growing population of international
students how frightening it is.
When you start to think that everybodyyou know
lives off the Garden State Parkway, think again. BC currently hosts 1,450 international students on the under-

graduate, graduate, and exchange levels, which means
that you?re bound to meet someonefrom outside of the
States if you?re walking through Lower or simply trudging down your hall. However, this scenario has certainly
not always been the case. ?When I started in 1987, we
had around 30 new international students,? says Adrienne Nussbaum, director of the Office of International
Students and Scholars. ?This year, we accepted 500
See InternationalStudents, B9

A chance to say hello to
the elephant in the room
When I
was younger, I
used to avoid

awkward situations like the
Plague. I dreaded
them.Like really
dreaded them, to
the point where
I?d break out in
KRIS ROBINSON hives at the mere
thought of them.
OK, that?s a slight exaggeration. And
contrary to what I may have implied
before, I still do tend to shy away from
awkward situations as much as possible.
But as I?ve gotten older, I?ve gained a
greater appreciation for theseinstances
of discomfort.Speaking of discomfort, I
apologizein advance for any unpleasant
feelings this statement might cause, but
I?m an avid viewer of MTV and its programming. Two shows in particular have
been instrumental in my coming to terms
with the value of awkward situations: the
first is the appropriatelytitledAwkward
and the second is the grandfatherof and,

arguably, the pioneer of all reality television, TheReal World.
The premise of The Real World has
?awkward? written all over it. The true

story of seven (eight in select recent seasons) strangers picked to live in a house,
work togetherand have their lives taped
to find out what happens when people
stop beingpolite and start being real?
Come on. Too easy. And whileAwkward
is a scripted show unlike The Real World

(an admittedly scripted showanyway?if
anyone happened to catch the premiere
of the The Real World: San Diego this past
Wednesday, you can join me in scoffing
at the predictable pairing of the conservative-value boasting small-town jock
and the liberal, outgoing lesbian, a move
not at all a foreign staple to the series),
its presentation of thelife of high school

Jenna Hamiltonand the typical
problems she struggles with as a result
of her age and search for self-discovery
has proven incrediblyrelatable and,
as a result, has garnered much critical
acclaim. Touching upon topics such as
sexuality,bullying, relationships, and how
membersof the younger generation grow
into themselvesand their identitieswhile
dealingwith these issues, it addresses just
how awkward things can get.
This week, the GLBTQ Leadership
Council(GLC) is hosting National Comteenager

See Editor?s Column,

Daniel lee

/
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Boston College students gathered in Conte Forum over the weekend to enjoy an evening of fine food, drinks, and music with theirfamilies

Parents? Weekend encourages family fun
BY ALEXANDRA SCHAEFFER

where I lived when?.? Parents traveling
long distances want to spend time in the
city and exploreBoston, often dragging

vary as much as the families do.
The Office of University Advancement, located in the original More Hall,

their children away from campus and

spends months putting Parents? Weekend

along the Freedom Trail. Still, parents
that have had multiple children come
her parents, who have been through Boston College, and who have
noticeably absent since their goodbyes been doing this for years, have the same
at the end of August. Every family does routine they follow annually. For others
Parents? Weekend a little differently. though, Parents? Weekend is just like
Alumni parents attempt to relive their any other, except with more people on
college years, explaining, ?Over here is campus, if their parents can?t make the
where I did this? and ?That building is trip. The experiencesofParents? Weekend

together. As early as February, this office
starts looking at calendarsand begins organizing the weekend. Courtney Hough,
the associate director of programs and
events, is one of the major coordinators
of this process. ?They choose a weekend
when there?s a home football game that

Heights

Staff

Every

year, Parents? Weekend is

a little bit of a mixed bag. Every
student is excited to see his or

A different kind of class
INSIDE FEATURES
Learn how students
out side the classroom.
are taking advantage of opportunitiesfor learning

See Parents? Weekend, B9
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